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The use of remote sensing techniques in coastal science and engineering has rapidly increased
in the past few decades. This dissertation outlines new remote sensing tools using two
remote sensing technologies (lidar and X-band marine radar) along with two nearshore hydrodynamic and morphodynamic analyses supported or motivated by these remote sensing
observations. The thesis is organized in manuscript format and contains four manuscripts
as individual chapters. The first and last chapters of the thesis serve as the Introduction
and Conclusions to the central four chapters.
In the first manuscript (Chapter 2), a recently-established, permanent coastal lidar
station in Duck, NC is presented. This system marks the first continuously-scanning and
fully-automated nearshore lidar collection and processing system, and the resulting hourly
data products are provided to the coastal community in real-time. The manuscript describes
the original work in developing the set-up, collection, and processing algorithms for the lidar
system. The high spatial and temporal resolution of the resulting data allows for analyses
of beach evolution over a range of time scales, from seconds to years.
In Chapter 3, data from the nearshore lidar system is applied in conjunction with continuous hydrodynamic data from the same site to analyze beach cusp development and
evolution over a 21-month period. Cusp fields were found to form and evolve rapidly, often
on the scale of individual tidal cycles. These formation events occurred primarily during
low energy, long period swell conditions with narrow-banded frequency spread and reflective beach conditions. Results show that the generation of cusp fields on the lower beach
were often influenced by cusp fields on the upper beach, with the upper beach cusp system

exerting some control over the location and spacing of lower beach cusps. However, the
presence of an upper beach cusp system alone was not sufficient to induce cusp formation
on the lower beach.
Chapters 4 and 5 utilize X-band radar remote sensing for rip current analysis. Current
fields are visible in X-band radar images due to the interactions between short surface
waves and the underlying currents, which result in changes in the roughness of the water
surface and thus changes in radar backscatter intensity. In the fourth chapter, a surface
roughness model is developed and compared to observations from Duck, NC (same field
site as the lidar system). The roughness model utilizes rip current fields simulated using
the nearshore circulation model ROMS. The modeled changes in surface roughness are
compared to spatially- and temporally-overlapping X-band radar images. Results show
that current-induced changes in surface roughness quantified through the change in the
mean square slope of the water surface at gravity-capillary wavelengths are an effective
proxy for current-induced changes in radar backscatter intensity.
In the fifth chapter, X-band radar observations of transient and bathymetric rip currents
are used as motivation for a modeling study focused on the conditions leading to transient
rip activity on non-uniform beaches. A phase-resolving Boussinesq model (funwaveC) is
used to simulate rip dynamics in a range of wave conditions on both a uniform and an
alongshore varying bathymetry. The underlying bathymetry was found to strongly influence
the alongshore- and time-averaged kinetic energy and exchange velocity. However, the
transient exchange velocity calculated from the temporally-demeaned velocity field was
similar across both bathymetric types. Instead, the largest differences in the transient
exchange velocity were observed between simulations with and without directional spreading
in the incident wave field. Directional spreading was also found to play an important
role in alongshore- and time-averaged total and transient enstrophy. Alongshore vorticity
wavenumber spectra show that the underlying bathymetry plays a large role in controlling
surf zone vorticity at large spatial scales, but had no impact at smaller spatial scales, which
were instead controlled by directional spread.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
Coastal zones are unique and dynamic environments with high ecological and economic
importance. These regions generally have high population densities, and are heavily used
for recreational purposes, commercial resource extraction and use, and the transportation
of goods. High quality coastal data and long-term monitoring are essential in order to
understand the physical processes controlling coastal dynamics and to properly manage
coastal environments and resources.
Although the need for coastal data is clear, collecting data in the nearshore environment is notoriously difficult. Breaking waves and strong nearshore currents make nearshore
sampling challenging and dangerous. Additionally, the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic
processes controlling the movement of water and sediment vary over a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. Traditional in-situ measurement and survey techniques generally
provide spatially sparse datasets, which often fail to capture the spatial variability in wave
and current fields, bathymetry, and beach morphology necessary to understand and properly characterize many of these processes. These data collection methods are also primarily
deployed over relatively short time periods (e.g. days to months, in the case of fixed instruments) or at a low temporal resolution (e.g. monthly to yearly, in the case of surveying) due
to financial or logistical constraints, limiting the potential use of these datasets to assess
long-term change or low frequency variability in coastal systems.
To address this need, remote sensing methods have been developed that facilitate the
collection of data in nearshore environments (Holman & Haller, 2013). Remote sensors
collect information on an object or fluid without directly coming into contact with it, making
them an attractive alternative to traditional in situ techniques in difficult environments or
extreme conditions. Additionally, many remote sensors are capable of collecting information
over a large area, at a high spatial and temporal resolution. A range of remote sensors are
now being actively developed and applied in coastal areas, including passive sensors such
as optical or infrared cameras (e.g. Holman et al., 2003; Crocker et al., 2007), as well as
active sensors such as lidar (e.g. Sallenger Jr et al., 2003; Wang, 2009; Klemas, 2011) and
radar (e.g. Haller et al., 2014; Wallbridge et al., 2019). These technologies are being used to
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collect hydrodynamic, bathymetric, and topographic observations of coastal systems across
a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
This dissertation presents advances in remote sensing methods and their application to
the coastal sciences. Although there are many types of remote sensors, this dissertation
will focus exclusively on lidar and non-Doppler X-band radar. Lidar is an active remote
sensing technology that determines elevation at a target using the time it takes an emitted
laser pulse to travel to that target and reflect back to the receiver. Measurements are
collected over a given scan window to generate a three-dimensional point cloud of the area
of interest. The use of lidar in coastal science and monitoring has rapidly increased in the
past decades, with lidar scanners being used to generate coastal maps over large spatial
extents (Sallenger Jr et al., 2003; Carter et al., 2012); high resolution models of nearshore
morphology (Pietro et al., 2008; Young et al., 2010; Corbı́ et al., 2018); as well as snapshots
of water surface elevation in the swash and inner surf zones (Blenkinsopp et al., 2010;
Almeida et al., 2013; Brodie et al., 2015; Martins et al., 2017, 2018). X-band radar is also
an active remote sensor, but instead emits an electro-magnetic pulse with a wavelength
between 2.5 and 3.75 cm. These pulses are scattered back toward the radar through a
number of mechanisms to generate backscatter intensity images. These intensity images
can be used to extract statistical wave parameters (Ziemer & Dittmer, 1994; Borge et al.,
1999, 2004); to estimate wind speed and direction (Lund et al., 2012); to identify breaking
locations and estimate dissipation (Flores et al., 2016; Dı́az et al., 2018); and to estimate
bathymetry (Honegger et al., 2019a,b). Backscatter images can also be used in the imaging
and analysis of hydrodynamic features spanning large spatial extents, such as internal waves
or ocean fronts (e.g. Alpers, 1985; Lyzenga, 1991; Kudryavtsev et al., 2005, 2012).
Chapters 2 and 3 present advances in the monitoring capabilities of coastal lidar systems, and the application of long duration lidar datasets to analyses of beach evolution.
In Chapter 2, the set-up, collection, and processing algorithms for a fully-automated, fixed
lidar system deployed at the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Field Research Facility
(FRF) in Duck, NC are presented. The FRF is a coastal observatory established in 1977 to
support field investigations in the coastal sciences, and has since been the site of many large
nearshore field experiments (Mason & Howd, 1987; Crowson, 1988; Birkemeier & Thornton,
1994). Each hour, the lidar scanner collects a 30-minute, two-dimensional linescan timeseries at 7 Hz. The linescans are oriented directly offshore and provide measurements of
the elevation of the dry beach, swash, and inner surf-zone water surface along this transect.
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After the hourly linescan collection, the lidar collects a single three-dimensional framescan
of the nearshore region. The lidar has collected data semi-continuously since January 2015
(with gaps occurring while the lidar was malfunctioning or being serviced), resulting in
an hourly dataset spanning five years as of January 2020. In addition to the lidar, the
FRF maintains a number of permanently-deployed in situ instruments and remote sensors
that provide continuous hydrodynamic and morphodynamic data to the coastal community.
The combination of the hourly lidar framescan and linescan dataset with the continuous
measurements of associated hydrodynamic forcing conditions provide an unparalleled opportunity to analyze the factors controlling beach morphologic evolution on time scales of
seconds to years.
Chapter 3 focuses on one application of this combined dataset: the conditions leading to
beach cusp formation and evolution. Beach cusps are rhythmic topographic features that
form in the swash zone. Although beach cusps are commonly observed on beaches around
the world, there is still some disagreement in the scientific community on the primary
beach cusp generation mechanism (Coco et al., 1999; Almar et al., 2008), the hydrodynamic
conditions leading to cusp formation, and the factors controlling cusp morphology. The
primary goals of this chapter are to assess the hydrodynamic conditions conductive to cusp
formation, evolution, and growth; to determine the length of time that most cusp fields are
actively forming or evolving (as opposed to being present on the beach but not responding
to the hydrodynamic forcing conditions); and to determine whether the presence of cusps
on the upper beach can induce a swash flow pattern that extends the cusp field across the
beach face.
Chapters 4 and 5 move away from lidar measurements of beach morphology and focus
instead on X-band radar observations of nearshore hydrodynamic processes. For X-band
radars operating at low grazing angles, Bragg resonance scattering is a primary contributor
to total backscatter levels. Bragg resonance scattering is a result of the interaction between
the transmitted radar pulse and short gravity-capillary waves (on the order of 1-2 cm,
referred to as Bragg waves). Although microwaves only penetrate seawater to a depth of
millimeters or centimeters, interactions between surface waves and the underlying current
field can result in both changes in the roughness of the water surface (and therefore the
energy of Bragg waves) as well as in short wave breaking, both of which alter backscatter
intensity levels. This results in regions of increased or decreased backscatter intensities
in radar images due to the underlying current fields (Lyzenga, 1998; Kudryavtsev et al.,
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2005). Although most studies using X-band radar observations to assess hydrodynamic
features have focused on internal waves (Alpers, 1985; Lyzenga, 1998; ?); ocean fronts
(Lyzenga, 1991; Kudryavtsev et al., 2012); or surface currents covering large spatial extents
(Kudryavtsev et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2016), recent studies have also demonstrated that
X-band radars are capable of imaging rip currents synoptically over large spatial extents
(Takewaka & Yamakawa, 2011; Haller et al., 2014). In Chapter 4, a surface roughness model
based on current-induced changes in the mean square slope of the water surface is developed
to explore the X-band radar imaging mechanism of bathymetrically-controlled rip currents.
The model is applied to current fields of Duck, NC simulated using the numerical model
ROMS and then compared to spatially- and temporally-concurrent X-band radar imagery.
In Chapter 5, a second X-band radar dataset collected over a 7-week period in central
CA is presented. The radar imagery showed a dynamic series of rip currents extending
over several kilometers that was active nearly every day of the deployment period. Analyses of radar intensity images indicated that the surf-zone bathymetry during that time
contained significant alongshore variability, and many of the observed rip current events
appeared to be controlled by that underlying bathymetry. However, some of the observed
features had characteristics that can be likened to transient rip currents, appearing only
briefly or seeming to propagate with the alongshore current. Although several studies have
focused on transient rip current behavior on alongshore uniform beaches (e.g. Feddersen,
2014; Suanda & Feddersen, 2015; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017a), the conditions leading to
transient rip activity on non-uniform beaches are still poorly understood. These observations motivated a modeling effort focused on the factors controlling the transient behavior
of rip currents on non-uniform bathymetries using the phase-resolving Boussinesq model
FunwaveC (Feddersen et al., 2011). The primary objectives of this chapter are to investigate how the underlying bathymetry and incident wave conditions influence the total and
transient velocity and vorticity dynamics in surf zone, and to quantify the resulting changes
in cross-shore exchange between the surf zone and inner shelf.
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ABSTRACT: This paper details the collection, geo-referencing, and data processing
algorithms for a fully-automated, permanently deployed terrestrial lidar system for coastal
monitoring. The lidar is fixed on a 4-m structure located on a shore-backing dune in Duck,
North Carolina. Each hour, the lidar collects a three-dimensional framescan of the nearshore
region along with a 30-min two-dimensional linescan time series oriented directly offshore,
with a linescan repetition rate of approximately 7 Hz. The data are geo-referenced each
hour using a rigorous co-registration process that fits 11 fixed planes to a baseline scan
to account for small platform movements, and the residual errors from the fit are used to
assess the accuracy of the rectification. This process decreased the mean error (defined as
the magnitude of the offset in three planes) over a two-year period by 24.41 cm relative to
using a fixed rectification matrix. The automated data processing algorithm then filters and
grids the data to generate a dry-beach digital elevation model (DEM) from the framescan
along with hourly wave runup, hydrodynamic, and morphologic statistics from the linescan
time series. The lidar has collected data semi-continuously since January 2015 (with gaps
occurring while the lidar was malfunctioning or being serviced), resulting in an hourly
dataset spanning four years as of January 2019. Examples of data products and potential
applications spanning a range of spatial and temporal scales relevant to coastal processes
are discussed.

2.1 Introduction
Collecting data in the nearshore environment is a notoriously difficult task. Breaking waves
and strong nearshore currents make nearshore sampling challenging and dangerous, and the
relevant hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes vary over a broad range of spatial and
temporal scales. Traditional in situ measurement and survey techniques generally provide
spatially sparse datasets, which often fail to capture the spatial variability in wave and
current fields, bathymetry, and beach morphology necessary to understand and properly
characterize many of these processes (Holman & Stanley, 2007). These data collection
methods are also primarily deployed over relatively short time periods (days to months,
in the case of fixed instruments) (e.g. Birkemeier & Thornton, 1994) or at a low temporal
resolution (monthly to yearly, in the case of surveying) (e.g. Turner et al., 2016) because
of financial or logistical constraints. These approaches limit the utility of these datasets to
assess longer-term change (months to decades) at the time scales needed (seconds to days)
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to improve our physics-based understanding of coastline evolution.
To address this need, continuous remote sensing methods have been developed that can
provide high resolution coastal data over large areas for long durations (Holman et al., 2003).
For example, shore-based optical observations of the surf-zone such as Argus (Holman &
Stanley, 2007; Holman et al., 2003) have been used to extract information on nearshore
morphology (Lippmann & Holman, 1990; Holman et al., 2006; Ranasinghe et al., 2012); to
estimate bathymetry (Holman et al., 2013), beach slope (Plant & Holman, 1997), alongshore
currents (Chickadel et al., 2003), and wave runup (Stockdon et al., 2006); and to quantify
shoreline change over long timescales (Pianca et al., 2015). Although the value of continuous remote sensing is clear, single-location optical systems such as Argus cannot provide
highly accurate measurements of water surface and beach elevations, which are important
parameters in both coastal science and management.
In contrast, airborne, mobile, or terrestrial lidar systems are capable of collecting elevation data in a wide range of coastal environments, and their use has become increasingly
common in recent years (Brock & Purkis, 2009; Wang, 2009; Klemas, 2011; Brodie & Spore,
2015). In coastal areas, lidar scanners have been used to produce both large-scale coastal
maps (Sallenger Jr et al., 2003; Carter et al., 2012) as well as small-scale high resolution
scans of nearshore morphology (Pietro et al., 2008; Young et al., 2010; Corbı́ et al., 2018).
Additionally, lidar scanners are capable of providing returns off both the ground and the
water surface, allowing for the assessment of beach and dune morphology (e.g Pietro et al.,
2008; Young et al., 2010; Corbı́ et al., 2018; Saye et al., 2005; Revell et al., 2002; Donker
et al., 2018) as well as wave transformation and water surface elevation in the swash and
inner surf-zones (Blenkinsopp et al., 2010; Almeida et al., 2013; Brodie et al., 2015; Martins
et al., 2017, 2018).
Although the use of lidar in coastal science and monitoring has rapidly increased in the
past decade, most lidar systems are deployed over a fixed time period (days to weeks) (e.g
Almeida et al., 2015; Schubert et al., 2015) or with low frequency (monthly to annually)
(e.g Pietro et al., 2008; Donker et al., 2018) due to financial, technological, or logistical
constraints. However, recent advances in scanner technology and computing capabilities,
reductions in the cost of equipment and data storage, and improvements in data processing methods have extended the duration that lidar systems can feasibly be deployed and
facilitated the development of automated lidar systems for geophysical research (LeWinter
et al., 2014; Splinter et al., 2018). This paper describes the automated data collection and
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processing algorithms for a fixed lidar system deployed at the US Army Engineer Research
and Development Center’s Field Research Facility, the data products generated by the system, and potential applications of this dataset in coastal science and monitoring efforts.
This method represents a step forward in coastal observing capabilities, as beach elevation
change data can now be autonomously collected at the same frequency (seconds to hours)
as the driving physical forcing parameters (waves and currents).

2.2 Methods: Data collection and processing
2.2.1 Field site
The US Army Engineer Research and Development Center’s Field Research Facility (FRF),
part of the Coastal and Hydraulic Laboratory (CHL), is a coastal observatory with a 560
m research pier located near the town of Duck, NC, on the Atlantic coast of the United
States. The facility was established in 1977 to support field investigations in the coastal
sciences and has since been the site of a large number of coastal field studies (e.g Mason &
Howd, 1987; Crowson, 1988; Birkemeier & Thornton, 1994; Birkemeier et al., 1997). The
FRF maintains a number of permanently deployed in situ instruments and remote sensors
that provide continuous hydrodynamic and morphodynamic data to the coastal community.
Data are publicly available and can be accessed on the CHL THREDDS data server (CHL
TDS) (https://chlthredds.erdc.dren.mil/thredds/catalog/frf/catalog.html). The location of
the FRF property, the FRF research pier, and the town of Duck are shown in Figure 5.1.

2.2.2 Scanner setup and scan collection
Scans are collected using a Riegl terrestrial VZ-1000 lidar scanner (1550 nm laser with a 0.3
mrad beam width) housed in a Riegl VZ-1000-PH protective case. The scanner is deployed
above the foredune crest at the north end of the FRF property (located at 36.1858◦ N,
75.7524◦ W and x = 47.86 m, y = 945.33 m in FRF coordinates, shown in Figure 5.1).
The scanner is mounted at an elevation of 13.8 m in the North American Vertical Datum
of 1988 (NAVD88) on the end of a mast angled 30◦ above the horizontal (Figure 5.1, inset),
which is generally located between 20–40 m from the waterline. The landward end of the
mast is mounted to a vertical support structure that is anchored into a concrete pad, and
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the seaward end rests in a support cradle which is designed to limit the movement of the
scanner. The mounting point is hinged, allowing the mast to be lowered to access and
service the lidar scanner. The lidar system is shore-powered, and commands to the lidar
system and data from the lidar system are routed using a fiber-Ethernet path running from
the scanner to the FRF facility.
The lidar scanner collects a 30-min linescan time series and a three-dimensional spatial
framescan spanning 237◦ around the scanner each hour. In this set-up, cross-shore linescans
are collected at 7.1 Hz, a pre-determined function of the peak laser pulse repetition rate
(70 kHz), vertical angular resolution (0.025◦ ), and vertical collection range (100◦ ). The
scans provide a 30-min time series of the elevation of the dry beach, swash, and inner
surf-zone waves along this transect each hour. The 30-min collection period was chosen
to adequately sample most wave-driven hydrodynamics within an appropriate window of
assumed stationarity while still allowing time for the subsequent framescans to be collected.
Framescans are collected over a 16-min period following the linescan time series collection
each hour. To ensure a relatively consistent horizontal data density along the beach, three
separate framescans are collected and merged, allowing for variable azimuthal and vertical
angular resolution in different areas around the scanner (Figure 2.2). The portions of the
beach located farther from the scanner (included in Scan 1 and Scan 3, shown in Figure
2.2) are sampled at a higher vertical angular resolution (0.01◦ ) than Scan 2 (0.04◦ ). The
azimuthal angular resolution is 0.05◦ in Scans 1 and 3 and 0.04◦ in Scan 2. All scans are
collected with a peak laser pulse repetition rate of 70 kHz. Point densities on the beach
range from 102 to 104 points/m2 within 100 m of the scanner and decrease with range to
101 points/m2 far (e.g., 400 m) from the scanner (Figure 2.2).
The lidar scanner has been collecting scans semi-continuously since January 2015, with
gaps occurring while the scanner was malfunctioning or being serviced. As of January 2019,
the scanner has collected 24,573 hourly scans out of 34,680 total hours, generating a dataset
that includes data from 15 storm events (defined as events with a significant wave height >
4 m in 26 m water depth).
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2.2.3 Processing methods
2.2.3.1 Geo-referencing and scan alignment
All linescans and framescans are collected in the Scanner’s Own Coordinate System (SOCS)
and are then transformed into a geo-referenced coordinate system used locally at the FRF.
The FRF coordinate system has the positive x-axis pointing offshore (aligned with the
FRF research pier, which can be seen in Figure 5.1 and Figure 2.2) and the positive y-axis
pointing 18◦ west of true north, with NAVD88 as the vertical datum. After the hourly
framescans are collected, the automated geo-referencing algorithm transforms the scans
into FRF coordinates and then co-registers the scan to a baseline scan to account for any
movement of the scanner between scans. The transformation matrix generated in the coregistration process is used to rectify both the linescan and framescan for that hour, and
the accuracy of the co-registration is assessed. A flow chart outlining the steps in the scan
geo-referencing and alignment process is shown in Figure 2.3 and a detailed explanation of
the processing steps is provided in the paragraphs to follow.
All framescans are co-registered to a single baseline framescan (collected on 27 July 2017
using the same scanner parameters as the hourly framescans) to ensure accurate rectification and continuity in the position of fixed objects through time. Immediately following the
baseline scan, fine scans of 19 cylindrical retroreflector targets (with a height of 10 cm and a
diameter of 10 cm) were also collected. Five of these retroreflector targets are permanently
deployed and are used in the error assessment described in 2.2.3.2. The remaining targets
were temporarily deployed during the baseline scan collection. A survey of each reflector
was conducted using real-time kinematic (RTK) global positioning system (GPS) surveying
equipment and the measured GPS locations were converted to the local FRF coordinate
system. RiScan Pro, Riegl’s operating and processing software, was used to identify the
reflectors in the baseline framescan. A rigid transformation matrix RTB was then determined using a least-squares adjustment between the reflector locations in SOCS and the
measured FRF coordinates (with a standard deviation of 0.0265 m between the measured
reflector centers and the reflector center coordinates in the scan). RTB was then used to
transform the baseline scan from SOCS to FRF coordinates using the equation
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where rij are the rotational components and ti are the translational components of RTB .
Once the baseline framescan was transformed to FRF coordinates, the scan was trimmed
using pre-determined x-, y-, and z- bounds to include only points on 11 planar surfaces
throughout the scan (black circles show location of planes, Figure 2.2). The planes are
all parts of solid structures (including houses, buildings on the FRF property, and beams
on the FRF pier) that are not expected to move. The planes were selected to be as welldistributed around the scanner as possible to ensure a well-constrained fit during leastsquares minimization. These 11 planes from the baseline scan are used as the control plane
surfaces in the co-registration process, described in detail in the following paragraphs.
After each subsequent hourly scan is collected, the framescan point cloud is roughly
transformed to the FRF coordinate system using an initial rectification matrix RTI before
the scan is co-registered. A new RTI is generated any time the scanner is removed from
the mount for maintenance (occurring on average once every two months) to account for
any minor changes in the resting location of the scanner once it is remounted. Similar to
the baseline rectification method, a least-squares fit of the reflector centroids in the scan
to the measured reflector locations is used to solve for RTI . RTI is then used to initially
rectify all hourly scans collected until the scanner is again removed for maintenance.
Once an hourly scan has been initially rectified, the scan is trimmed using the same
pre-determined x-, y-, and z- bounds to include only points on the 11 fixed planes. The
points in the trimmed scan are conditioned to lie on the control plane surfaces (the same
planes from the baseline scan, defined using the centroid and normal vector of each baseline
plane) through the adjustment of the six parameters of a rigid body transform. Covariance
matrices generated from the propagation of raw measurement error to the coordinates of
each point in the trimmed hourly scan (following Hartzell et al. (2015)) are used to weight
the points in the least-squares adjustment using the equations
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where σ are the covariances between dimensions x, y, and z; Cxyz is the unregistered
point covariance matrix; Cll is the observation covariance matrix, determined from the
laser beam width and uncertainties in range and angle; and A defines a linear relationship
between the observations (range, vertical angle, and azimuthal angle) and unregistered point
coordinates (point coordinates in FRF coordinates prior to co-registration). Because the
relationship between the observations and the unregistered point coordinates is non-linear,
partial derivatives are used to estimate a linear relationship, with A defined as


cos θ cos φ −r cos θ sin φ −r sin θ cos φ


A =  cos θ sin φ r cos θ cos φ −r sin θ sin φ 
sin θ

0

(2.3)

r cos θ

where θ is the vertical angle and φ is the azimuthal angle.
Using the three rotation parameters (α1 , α2 , α3 ) determined from the least-squares fit
of the 11 planes, a co-registration rotation matrix, Rc , is generated using the following
equation:


cos α2 cos α3 cos α3 sin α2 sin α1 − sin α3 cos α1 sin α3 sin α1 + cos α3 sin α2 cos α1


Rc =  sin α3 cos α2 cos α3 cos α1 + sin α3 sin α2 sin α1 sin α3 sin α2 cos α2 − cos α3 sin α1 
− sin α2

cos α2 sin α1

cos α2 cos α1
(2.4)

with a α1 , α2 , α3 rotation order and positive counterclockwise angles (McGlone et al., 2004).
Rc and the translation vector Tc are then combined with the initial transformation matrix
RTI to form a final transformation matrix that includes both the initial rectification and
co-registration matrices, which may be expressed as
[RTF ] = [Rc RI |Tc + TI ]

(2.5)

where Rc and RI are the rotation matrices from the co-registration and initial rectification,
respectively, and Tc and TI are the translation vectors from the co-registration and initial
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rectification. The final transformation matrix RTF is used to transform the hourly framescan and linescan from the SOCS coordinate system to the FRF coordinate system using
eq 1. In some cases, the algorithm does not locate any points on one or multiple planes.
This may be a result of a shadowing effect from some object between the scanner and the
plane or low point densities due to rain or fog. In these cases, the algorithm attempts to
co-register the scan with the remaining located planes, as long as at least five planes are
found.
The co-registration process described above removes much of the error in scan georectification induced by slight movements of the scanner between scans (quantified in detail
in the following section). For example, in Figure 2.4a, a large positive bias relative to the
baseline scan is visible in the elevation differences between an example framescan (26 July
2017 17:00 UTC) rectified with RTI on the terrain to the north of and behind the scanner
(red) and a large negative bias is visible to the south of the scanner (blue) in areas which
should be relatively stable. In contrast, once the scan is rectified with RTF (Figure 2.4b),
the offsets are significantly reduced (with the assessment plane errors, discussed in Section
2.2.3.2, decreasing from 0.44 m in the scan rectified with RTI to 0.0041 m in the scan
rectified with RTF ). In Figure 2.4b, the visible colors are now primarily a result of actual
beach change and returns off the water surface, which are removed during the filtering
process (discussed in Section 2.2.3.3).

2.2.3.2 Co-registration error assessment
Several assessment metrics were developed to evaluate the accuracy of the co-registration
methodology presented above and to identify scans with high geo-rectification errors after
co-registration, which generally occur during poor weather conditions (e.g., rain, wind,
and fog). This automated process utilizes several empirically-determined and site-specific
error thresholds which have been determined based on an analysis of 3.5 years of data and
a comparison between error metrics. Although these numbers are site- and use-specific,
similar thresholds could be developed for other locations.
First, the co-registration error is assessed using the residual standard errors in translation Tσ, calculated using the normal matrix N and references variance matrix S20 determined
during the least-squares fit of the 11 co-registration planes. The reference variance matrix
S20 is found using
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S20 =

K0 WK
f

(2.6)

where K is the vector of residuals; W is the weighting matrix determined from the unregistered point covariance matrix Cxyz and the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of all points located
on the co-registration planes; and f is the degrees of freedom. The residual standard errors
eresidual are calculated for each hourly scan using
eresidual

q
= S20 ∗ diag(N−1 )

If the magnitude of the residual standard error in translation (defined as X =

(2.7)
q
Tσx2 + Tσy2 + Tσz2 )

is over 0.4 cm, the scan is flagged as part of the quality control process. This threshold
only includes the residual standard error in translation and does not incorporate the residual errors in rotation, and therefore is not representative of the actual error in the scan.
However, the residual errors in rotation have been found to follow similar trends, and this
threshold has been found to be a reliable indicator of a poor least-squares fit and thus high
geo-rectification error (Figure 2.5b,c).
Second, the accuracy of the co-registration is assessed using three additional planes in
the scan which are independent from the 11 planes used in the least-squares fit. Each of the
three planes is aligned in FRF coordinates such that they each are two-dimensional with
a fixed coordinate in the third FRF dimension. The assessment planes include a support
beam on the FRF pier (a y-z plane with a fixed x-coordinate), the front of a structure
on the FRF property (an x-z plane with a fixed y-coordinate), and the pavement surface
in a cul-de-sac in the neighborhood to the north of the scanner (an x-y plane with an
approximately fixed z-coordinate). The scan offset in each direction is determined using
these planes, which provides a more physically intuitive indicator of co-registration error.
As an example, the offset in the y-direction on the x-z error assessment plane between the
baseline scan and an example framescan rectified using RTI (before co-registration) and
RTF (after co-registration) can be seen in Figure 2.4c,d. If the magnitude of the offset in
the three planes exceeds 10 cm, the scan is flagged.
Third, the accuracy of the scan co-registration is assessed using the location of five
permanent reflectors in the scan, ranging in location from 23 to 108 m from the scanner
(red circles, Figure 2.2). The location of the centroid of each reflector face is found by
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trimming the scan down to 1 m3 around the surveyed location of each reflector. The points
with the highest reflectance (3.5% of the total points in each cube) are considered reflector
points, and the centroid of these points is determined. The centroid of each reflector face
is then compared to the centroid location of the same reflector in the baseline scan. If
the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the five reflector centroids exceeds 10 cm, the scan is
flagged.
During the period from 15 November 2015 through 15 November 2017 (two years), a
total of 11,434 out of 12,242 scans (93.4% of all scans) were co-registered using the planematching method described above with error metrics within the acceptable range. Prior
to co-registration, the magnitude of the assessment plane offsets in the scans that were
eventually successfully co-registered ranged from 0.0244 cm to 132 cm, with a mean of
26.2 cm and a standard deviation of 18.0 cm. After co-registration, the magnitude of the
assessment plane offsets ranged from 0.0248 cm to 9.86 cm in the same scans, with a mean of
1.77 cm and a standard deviation of 1.38 cm. A subset of the co-registration errors (for the
period from 1 December 2016 through 7 January 2017) can be seen in Figure 2.5, including
the magnitude of the assessment plane offsets (Figure 2.5a), the residual standard errors
in translation (Figure 2.5b), and the residual standard errors in rotation (Figure 2.5c). A
diurnal spike in error values was observed in the rectified scans prior to co-registration (red
line, Figure 2.5a), potentially due to the daily thermal expansion of the base on which the
lidar is mounted. The co-registration process was found to remove most of this daily error
increase (compare blue and red line, Figure 2.5a).

2.2.3.3 Scan filtering
Once the scans have been rectified in space, all unwanted points are removed before the
scan is interpolated onto a regular grid. The linescans are conducted at a high temporal
resolution that allows the surf-zone water surface (particularly shoaling and breaking waves)
to be resolved. However, the slow azimuthal rotation rate during the framescan collection
process results in little usable water or wave information. For this reason, all returns from
the water surface in the framescan are removed. To do this, the cross-shore position of the
instantaneous water line is identified at each alongshore location and all data offshore of
this location are removed. Water tends to have significantly lower reflectance values than
dry beach (Figure 2.6a), creating a relatively continuous and coherent change in reflectance
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at the water-beach line. The waterline is identified in the scan by applying a Canny edge
detection algorithm using the reflectance values of each point. The algorithm is first applied
using a high reflectance threshold and then run iteratively with decreasing thresholds until
a continuous waterline is identified along the beach. During this iterative process, the
waterline identification is guided by constraining the distance offshore and onshore that
the waterline can move between adjacent cells. The location of the waterline identified by
the filtering algorithm can be seen in the example filtered digital elevation model (DEM)
shown in Figure 2.6c. This line matches the location of the rapid change in reflectance at
the waterline seen in Figure 2.6a.
Once water is removed from the framescan, a second filtering process is applied to the
scan to remove noise, objects, and dune vegetation. First, all points with reflectance lower
than 25 dB are removed from the scan, which removes most returns from particles in the
air. Next, a cloth simulation filter (Zhang et al., 2016) is used to separate ground and
non-ground points. The cloth simulation filter inverts the point cloud and fits a flexible
“cloth” with a defined rigidness and a 50 cm window to the underside of the point cloud
(see (Zhang et al., 2016) for filter details). This surface is then considered the ground, and
all points over 10 cm off this surface are removed. This filter removes vegetation; people,
objects, and animals on the beach; and any remaining noise (blue dots, Figure 2.6c,d). The
points remaining after the filtering process (red circles, Figure 2.6c,d) are considered ground
points and are used to generate the bare earth DEM.
A separate filtering process is applied to the linescan data to remove noise, objects, and
sea spray, as well as multiple-reflection points. The linescans are first separated into a dry
beach region and a swash/inner surf-zone region, and the two regions are filtered separately.
The edge of the dry beach is determined by finding the cross-shore location where the
variance of reflectance values increases markedly (because points are alternatingly returning
off wet beach and water, which have different reflectance characteristics), and this point is
considered the start of the swash zone. Within the dry beach region, the filter removes
all points over 10 cm from the elevation of the maximum point density at each cross-shore
location, which removes vegetation and temporary objects from the beach.
The swash zone and water surface in the linescans are filtered using a series of empirically
defined conditions tuned for this location. First, all points are removed that appear at
elevations below the ground or water surface at each cross-shore location. These points are
primarily the result of an emitted pulse reflecting off multiple surfaces (often off the smooth
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water surface and then off the face of an incoming wave), and thus taking longer to reflect
back to the scanner. In the swash zone, these points are removed by finding the elevation
of the wet beach and removing points below this. Offshore of the swash zone, these points
are removed by assuming that any points with an elevation more than a specified distance
below all other data at the same cross-shore location over the 30-min collection period are
multiple-reflection points. Next, sea spray and noise above the water are removed using the
assumption that each consecutive return should be returning from a cross-shore location
farther from the scanner than the previous return. Only points that have both a cross-shore
location closer to the scanner than the previous point as well as a difference in elevation of
at least 10 cm from the previous point are removed to avoid removing the curling edge of
breaking waves. Finally, the location where the point density falls below 100 (over a 10 cm
interval) during the 30-min collection is found, and all points seaward of this are removed.
Examples of filtered and unfiltered linescan time series can be seen in Figure 2.7.

2.2.3.4 Point cloud gridding
The rectified and filtered framescan point clouds are next interpolated onto a regular grid
using a nearest neighbor binning technique. The regular grid spans 500 m in the alongshore
direction and 130 m in the cross-shore direction with 1 m spatial resolution. This grid is
produced operationally every hour; however, finer-scale grids can be produced if needed at
any time.
The linescans are interpolated onto a 10 cm cross-shore grid extending from x = 42.9 m
to x = 197.8 m in FRF coordinates using a linear interpolation algorithm. The interpolation
algorithm does not interpolate over a gap spanning a cross-shore distance greater than 10
m or an elevation jump of greater than 5 m. A discussion of point density and potential
shadowing/interpolation issues is included in Brodie et al. (2015) and is therefore omitted
here. The final product is a continuous sea-surface from each individual linescan from which
hydrodynamic statistics can be calculated.

2.3 Results: Data products
The gridded, filtered framescans and linescan time series are then automatically processed to
quantify several hydrodynamic and morphodynamic parameters, as outlined below. These
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parameters are publicly available in NetCDF files stored on the CHL TDS (https://chlthredds
.erdc.dren.mil/thredds/catalog/frf/catalog.html).

2.3.1 Runup
The lidar linescan time series provides information about both the hourly changes in beach
morphology (Section 2.3.3) as well as the extent of the wave runup. Wave runup is a function
of both the time-averaged water level at the shoreline as well as the fluctuations about that
mean (i.e., swash) (Holman & Sallenger Jr, 1985) and is a primary driver of beach and dune
erosion (Komar, 1998). Wave runup can be quantified by the lidar (Blenkinsopp et al., 2010)
by generating a 30-min time series of the position (cross-shore and alongshore coordinates)
and elevation (NAVD88) of the instantaneous waterline at approximately 7 Hz. While
differences in reflectance are useful for determining the approximate beach-water interface
for filtering (see Section 2.2.3.3), the similarity in reflectance between wet-sand and water
(not shown) prevents the use of reflectance for automatically determining the instantaneous
runup at the higher sampling rate of the linescans. Instead, changes in elevation through
time at each cross-shore location are used to separate water and beach data following Brodie
et al. (2015) to generate the runup time-series. Points seaward of this location are classified
as water and points landward of this location are classified as land. This automated process
can contain errors in the location of the runup line. For this reason, the runup timeseries is manually checked to assess the quality and to correct its location if needed. Once
manually checked, a quality control flag is changed on the CHL TDS to indicate that data is
appropriate for scientific use by the community. Improving the automated runup finder and
removing this manual step is a future research goal. In addition to the runup time-series,
the horizontal and vertical R2% is determined for each 30-min linescan. R2% is defined as
the cross-shore location and elevation exceeded 2% of the time by wave runup events and
provides a statistical representation of the maximum onshore extent of wave runup during
the time series (Stockdon et al., 2006).

2.3.2 Hydrodynamics
The hourly hydrodynamic measurements determined from the scans include water surface
elevation statistics, spectral analyses, and third-order moments of the elevation time-series.
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Only cross-shore locations with high returns (defined as locations with returns in at least
75% of the time series) are included in the analysis. These analyses are conducted from the
runup line (discussed above) every 10 cm to the offshore extent of high returns, meaning
both the onshore and offshore extent of hydrodynamic information varies based on wave
and tide conditions. The water surface statistics include the mean water level and the total
significant wave height Hs (where Hs = 4σ and σ is the standard deviation), both of which
are determined at each cross-shore location.
A spectral analysis of the water surface elevation time series at each cross-shore location
is also conducted. The spectral analysis provides the power spectral density estimate of
the wave energy, calculated using Welch’s method with 4.8 minute windows, 75% overlap
between windows, and band-averaging over three frequency bands, resulting in 36 degrees
of freedom. From the wave spectrum, the significant wave height Hs and mean period Tm
are determined in both the infragravity band (f < 0.04 Hz) and in the wind sea and swell
√
band (0.04 Hz < f < 0.5 Hz). Hs at each band is defined as Hs = 4 m0 where m0 is
the zeroth moment (determined by integrating the power spectral density over the given
frequency band). Tm is determined by finding the frequency associated with the energy
centroid in each band (with Tm = 1/fm ).
Finally, the wave skewness and asymmetry are calculated at each cross-shore location.
Wave skewness refers to the vertical asymmetry in the waveform (i.e., differences between
the shape of the crest and trough), and is calculated using the equation
s=

E(η − µ)3
σ3

(2.8)

where η is the water surface elevation, µ is the mean of η, σ is the standard deviation
of η, and E(η − µ)3 represents the expected value of (η − µ)3 . The wave asymmetry, or
horizontal asymmetry in the waveform (i.e., differences between the face and back of a
wave), is defined as the skewness of the imaginary component of the Hilbert transform of
the surface elevation time series (Elgar & Guza, 1985).
While the hourly hydrodynamic statistics and spectral analyses described above are
provided across the total extent of the data, due to space constraints, the full time series of
water surface elevation are only provided at a subset of cross-shore locations on CHL TDS.
These virtual wave gauges are spaced every 10 m from x = 80 m to x = 140 m in FRF
coordinates. Quality control metrics indicate the percentage of the total time series with
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no measurements as well as the median duration of the data gaps.

2.3.3 Morphology
The framescan processing results in an hourly bare earth DEM (Section 2.2.3.4). The
co-registration error metrics indicating the quality of the scan co-registration are reported
along with each DEM. The hourly morphological parameters determined from the linescans
include the mean and standard deviation of the foreshore elevation and the foreshore slope.
The foreshore elevation mean/standard deviation is defined as the mean/standard deviation
of the elevation of the beach over the 30-min collection at each cross-shore location, in 10 cm
increments from the scanner. The foreshore slope in the swash zone is defined as the slope
of the best-fit linear trend to the beach elevation profile in the region defined by the mean
horizontal swash position plus or minus two standard deviations in the swash (Stockdon
et al., 2006).

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Applications
Advances in remote sensing technologies have expanded the types, durations, and resolutions
of datasets that can be collected in coastal zones and thus the types of questions that can
be addressed using these data. The method outlined in this paper results in a dataset that
can be used in hydrodynamic or morphodynamic analyses on scales of seconds to years and
includes continuous data during both storms and quiescent periods. Examples of potential
applications of the continuous lidar framescan and linescan datasets are outlined below.

2.4.1.1 Long (seasonal to annual) time scales
Potential analyses of low frequency processes (i.e., tidal cycles to years) using this dataset
include assessments of seasonal erosion and accretion trends, beach cusp formation, and the
evolution of foreshore slope, among others. Furthermore, the high spatial resolution and
large spatial extent of the present dataset allow for the assessment of the spatial variability
of these processes across and along the beach. An example of the cross-shore variability in
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morphodynamic processes can be seen in the elevation time series shown in Figure 2.8b,
taken from a fixed alongshore location (y = 950 m) and from cross-shore locations ranging
from x = 55 to 95 m in FRF coordinates, with blue colors located higher on the beach and
red colors located lower on the beach. The figure shows the relative stability of the upper
beach time series, with change primarily occurring during large wave events (with Hs in 8
m water depth shown in Figure 2.8a). The lower beach is much more dynamic, with change
occurring over much a wider range of temporal and spatial scales.

2.4.1.2 Event scales
In addition to analyses of processes occurring over long time scales, the lidar dataset described in this paper could also be used to conduct analyses on the time scale of single
storms. Storms and other extreme events often result in rapid changes in beach and dune
morphology. Because of the difficulty collecting data during large storms, few observations of surf-zone hydrodynamic or morphodynamic processes during extreme storms exist
(Almeida et al., 2013, 2015). For this reason, models used to simulate coastal change due to
storms often use parameterizations calibrated using only pre- and post-storm bathymetry
and topography (Roelvink et al., 2009; Palmsten & Holman, 2012; Stockdon et al., 2014;
Overbeck et al., 2017). The framescan and linescan datasets described in this paper include
data collected during several large storm events, including Hurricanes Joaquin, Matthew,
Jose, and Maria (Figure 2.9), among others. Additionally, because of the continuous nature of the dataset, logistics concerns associated with rapid deployment are removed—the
instrument is already in place when the storm arrives. Analyses of beach and dune evolution during storms could be used to help validate or improve numerical models simulating
extreme storm processes and impacts.
For example, coastal engineers and scientists often strive to predict total water level
during storms, which is a sum of tide, surge, and wave-driven R2% (Stockdon et al., 2006).
Measured wave-driven R2% (red dots, Figure 2.9a) was calculated during three storms with
offshore significant wave heights exceeding 4.5 m: Hurricanes Joaquin (left panel), Jose
(middle panel), and Maria (right panel). Interestingly, while offshore wave heights were
similar between the three storms, the wave-driven R2% was significantly higher during
Joaquin (with a maximum of 3.75 m during Joaquin relative to 2.52 m and 2.32 m during
Jose and Maria, respectively). This resulted in higher levels of erosion at the base of
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the dune during Joaquin, visible in both the hourly beach elevations transects (left panel,
Figure 9b) and in the cross-shore elevation change timestacks (left panel, Figure 2.9c).
The transects and elevation change timestacks (Figure 2.9b,c) show a spatial variability
in erosion and accretion patterns during the storm, with accretion occurring on the upper
beach face during Jose and Maria (middle and right panels, Figure 2.9b,c). The runup
statistics determined from the linescan dataset could be used to determine the validity and
applicability of commonly used wave runup parameterizations (e.g Stockdon et al., 2006)
in a range of morphologic and hydrodynamic conditions (e.g. Fiedler et al., 2015).

2.4.1.3 Short (wave-by-wave) time scales
The high temporal and spatial resolutions of the linescan dataset provide additional opportunities for analyses on time scales down to individual waves. As waves propagate toward
the coast and begin to shoal, their profiles evolve from generally sinusoidal in deep water
to positive skewed (i.e., sharper crests and flatter troughs) in intermediate water depths,
and eventually to positive asymmetric (i.e., steeper front faces and more gently sloping
rear faces) near and in the surf-zone (Elgar & Guza, 1985). These wave profile changes
result in asymmetric orbital velocities and accelerations, which can affect both the magnitude and direction of cross-shore sediment transport (Elgar et al., 2001). Past work has
shown that pressure- and lidar-based measurements of wave skewness and asymmetry are
qualitatively consistent with one another, suggesting that lidar measurements can be used
to analyze wave profile evolution across the surf-zone (Brodie et al., 2015). The linescan
dataset described in this paper provides wave profile information at a high spatial and temporal resolution across the inner surf-zone, which could be used to further investigate the
evolution of shoaling and breaking wave shapes near the shoreline (Martins et al., 2017,
2018). Figure 2.10 shows an example of the evolving profile of two waves (separated by 20
min in time) as they propagate through the surf-zone. In the top panel, the evolution of
the waveform from positive skewed farther offshore to positive asymmetric (right to left)
as the wave approaches the shoreline is clearly visible. In this case, the wave evolves from
positive skewed near 125 m in the cross-shore to positive asymmetric only 25 m onshore
in roughly 4 s, highlighting the rapid evolution on timescales less than a wave period and
spatial scales shorter than a wavelength. In the bottom panel, lidar data show two separate
bores merging as they approach the shoreline (blue to red from x = 95 m to x = 70 m,
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Figure 2.10b). Bore-bore capture has been shown to play a role in controlling wave runup
patterns and other surf-zone processes (Garcı́a-Medina et al., 2017). The long duration of
the dataset provides an opportunity to analyze inner-surf wave shapes in a range of wave
conditions and over a range of surf-zone and beach morphologies.
In addition to the hourly analyses of wave runup statistics and morphologic change
discussed in Section 2.4.1.2, the linescan dataset can also be used to extract information
on morphologic change in the swash zone induced by individual runup events. The swash
zone is the site of a significant amount of total surf-zone sediment transport (Ruggiero
et al., 2004). Although a number of studies have been conducted that focus on sediment
transport in the swash zone (e.g Holland & Holman, 1997; Butt & Russell, 2000; Puleo
et al., 2000; Butt et al., 2004; Masselink & Puleo, 2006; Turner et al., 2008; Masselink
et al., 2009; Blenkinsopp et al., 2011; Puleo et al., 2014; Vousdoukas et al., 2014), few have
quantified the morphological change in the dune toe induced by individual swash events.
Figure 2.11a shows the swash depth through time during a 4.5 min period starting on 4
October 2015 18:17:45 UTC. Of these runup events, 17 reached an elevation above the dune
toe (shown with a magenta line in Figure 2.11b). The sediment flux into or out of the dune
was calculated for these 17 events (Figure 11c) along with the cumulative volume change
(Figure 2.11d), which demonstrate the variability of the sediment flux induced by individual
events during this period. Additionally, the cross-shore transects of beach elevation change
shown in Figure 2.11b show the spatial variability of erosion and accretion patterns across
the beach face, with an area of accretion (from x = 55 m to x = 63 m) occurring between
the generally erosive areas at the dune toe (x < 55 m) and on the lower beach face (x > 63
m).

2.4.2 Error propagation
In order to fully interpret and exploit the lidar data collected using the method outlined
above, steps must be taken to understand and quantify the scale of errors across the scan.
The co-registration method described above provides the additional benefit of generating
transformation parameter covariance information during the least-squares fit, which can be
propagated along with estimated errors in the lidar sensor range, angle, and laser beam
width into the lidar point cloud (Hartzell et al., 2015) to provide spatially variable error
estimates for the final data. To evaluate whether the observed offsets on our assessment
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planes could be explained by these uncertainties, we propagated the error through the scan
following the General Law of Propagation of Variance (GLOPOV) outlined in Equation
2.2 to calculate a standard error in each assessment plane centroid in the direction of
interest at the 95% confidence interval. Because the relationship between the observations
and registered coordinates is non-linear, the matrix A is defined using a Taylor Series
linear approximation of the relationship between these parameters. In this formulation, the
spatially variable error estimates are strongly dependent on both the range from the lidar
as well as the orientation of the surface relative to the lidar location. For an example period
from 20 November 2016, 00:00 UTC to 10 December 2016, 00:00 UTC, the calculated
standard errors in the assessment plane centroid coordinate components were found to
bound the observed plane offsets at the 95% confidence interval in 243 out of the 259
available scans in the x-direction, 242 out of 259 scans in the y-direction, and 65 out of 259
scans in the z-direction. Although many of the observed scan offsets exceeded the calculated
standard error in the assessment plane centroid in the z-direction, the mean exceedance was
less than 2 mm.
This observed error exceedance may occur because the error propagation does not compensate for errors in lidar measurements due to atmospheric effects or slight motions of
the scanner during the scan. Additionally, observed errors may be slightly higher than the
propagated error due to the potentially incorrect assumptions that the assessment plane
surface is flat (zero surface roughness), completely stationary, and perfectly aligned in FRF
coordinates. The ability to calculate spatially variable uncertainty estimates that scale
with actual errors is useful for downstream uses of the data products such as assimilation
into numerical models or including error bounds in volume change estimates. Future work
will continue to investigate these results to determine when and why the propagated error bounds or does not bound the observed error, and how optimistic or conservative the
estimate is.

2.5 Conclusion
This paper describes the data collection and processing algorithms for a permanentlydeployed coastal lidar system located at the US Army Corps of Engineers Field Research
Facility (FRF) in Duck, NC. The automated processing algorithm includes a rigorous coregistration and error assessment process that ensures that the resulting data are properly
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geo-rectified. The unprecedented resolution and duration of this dataset resulting from the
method described in this paper provide opportunities for analyses of coastal morphodynamic
processes at a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Examples of potential analyses
are given at time scales ranging from seconds to years. On the time scales of individual
waves, potential analyses of the linescan dataset include assessments of wave asymmetry
and skewness over a range of conditions and surf-zone bathymetries. On longer time scales,
the framescan dataset could be used to analyze seasonal erosion and accretion trends as well
as beach cusp and scarp formation, and to monitor beach volume changes following a nourishment. Finally, both framescans and linescans could be used to assess hydrodynamic and
morphodynamic processes during extreme events such as storms, including spatially variable accretion and erosion patterns across the beach face as well as dune volume changes
per swash events.
Acknowledgements: We thank Nicholas Spore for maintaining the lidar scanner, surveying reflectors, and collecting and rectifying the baseline scans; Richard Slocum, E. Tucker
Whitesides, and Tristan Dyer for developing the lidar acquisition code and automated processing workflow; Brian Scarborough, Jason Pipes, Mark Preisser, and William Ledford for
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Renaud for assessing the quality of the extracted runup location time series; Craig Glennie for thoughtful discussions on lidar co-registration; and Merrick Haller for input and
assistance during the writing process.
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Figure 2.1: An example framescan overlaid on a Google Earth aerial image with the FRF
property outlined in red. A map showing the location of Duck, NC on the Atlantic coast of
the United States is shown in the upper right corner, and a photograph of the lidar scanner
set-up is shown in the lower right corner. The location of the lidar scanner is shown with a
red circle.
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Figure 2.2: Point density in a merged framescan from 18 September 2015 15:00 UTC. The
location of the 11 planes used in the scan co-registration are shown in black and the location
of the five reflectors used in the error analysis are shown in red. Black lines indicate the
edges of each individual scan in the merged framescan.
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart of the co-registration process and products generated during each
step. Products generated can be separated into intermediate products (in dotted boxes)
and final products (in solid boxes).
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Figure 2.4: The difference in elevation between the baseline framescan and the (a) rectified
framescan and (b) co-registered framescan from 26 July 2017 17:00 UTC, along with the
points on an error assessment plane in the baseline framescan and the (c) rectified framescan
and (d) co-registered framescan from the same time. The location of the error assessment
plane is shown with a black star.
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Figure 2.5: The magnitude of the offset in the three error assessment planes from the
rectified scans (red) and the co-registered scans (blue), along with (b) the residual standard
errors in translation (x (blue), y (red), and z (yellow)) and (c) the residual standard errors
in rotation (roll (blue), pitch (red), and yaw (yellow)) determined from the least-squares fit
for all scans that were successfully co-registered from 1 December 2016 through 7 January
2017.
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Figure 2.6: Example (a) unfiltered reflectance, (b) unfiltered DEM, and (c) filtered DEM
from 18 September 2015 15:00 UTC, along with the cross-shore transects taken from the
unfiltered and filtered framescans at (d) y = 965 m and (e) y = 950 m.
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Figure 2.7: Two-dimensional histograms of point densities from an (a) unfiltered and (b)
filtered 30-min linescan time series, along with (c) a singled filtered (red) and unfiltered
(blue) linescan example, all from 9 October 2016 07:00 UTC (during Hurricane Matthew).
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Figure 2.8: Time series from 12 October 2015 through 5 July 2016 of (a) Hs (in 8-m water
depth) and (b) elevation at 9 different cross-shore locations (x = 55 m to 95 m at 5 m
spacing) and a fixed alongshore location (y = 950 m). In (b), blue colors indicate higher
locations on the beach face and red colors indicate lower locations on the beach face.
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Figure 2.9: (a) The significant wave height Hs in 26-m water depth (blue) and the observed
wave driven R2% (red) for Hurricanes Joaquin (left), Jose (center), and Maria (right); (b)
the hourly sub-aerial beach elevation as a function of the cross-shore position through time,
from the start of the storm (in blue) to the end of the storm (in red); and (c) the elevation
changes since the start of the storm, with blue representing erosion and red representing
accretion.
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Figure 2.10: Cross-shore water surface elevation profiles over five-second time periods from
(a) 4 October 2015 18:02 and (b) 4 October 2015 18:22 UTC (during Hurricane Joaquin).
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Figure 2.11: (a) Swash depth through time versus cross-shore location starting at 4 October
2015 18:17:45 UTC (corresponding to the time period outlined in red in the center panel)
and (b) elevation changes since 4 October 2015 18:00:00 UTC at a fixed alongshore location
(y = 945 m). The magenta line indicates the cross-shore position of the dune toe and the
dark blue horizontal lines indicate times when the foreshore is underwater. (c) Sediment
flux into or out of the dune for each of the 17 swash events, and (d) the cumulative volume
change above the dune toe for each swash event.
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Chapter 3: Analysis of beach cusp formation and evolution using
high-frequency 3D lidar scans
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ABSTRACT: In this study, mechanisms of beach cusp evolution events were explored
using a high-resolution repeat terrestrial lidar dataset collected at hourly scale over 20.5
months at the USACE Field Research Facility in Duck, NC. Beach topographic data and
contour elevations were derived from 3-dimensional lidar scans. A fourier analysis was applied to contour outputs to generate spatial cusp spectra. Active beach cusp events were
then identified based on the location and magnitude of the peak in each spectrum. Analyses
of wave conditions during active events showed that cusps primarily formed and developed
during times with normally-incident, long period, low energy wave conditions with low frequency spread and high directional spread, and with reflective beach conditions. The upper
and lower portions of the beach often exhibited different behavior and morphologies, with
persistent upper-beach cusp systems generally lasting days to months, and with dynamic
lower-beach cusp systems evolving on the scale of individual tidal cycles. These different upper- and lower-beach systems were found to merge into a single system on several
occasions when the high-tide waterline reached the upper-beach cusp system, with the location and spacing of the resulting lower-beach cusps controlled by the upper-beach cusps.
However, there were also times when the high-tide waterline reached the upper-beach cusp
system but that did not result in a merged beach state, suggesting that the presence of
upper-beach cusps alone is not sufficient to induce lower-beach cusp growth in conditions
that are not conducive to cusp activity.

3.1 Introduction
Beach cusps are rhythmic topographic features that commonly form on beaches around the
world. Beach cusps develop in the swash zone, and include a series of steep, regularly-spaced
horns separated by wide, more gently sloping embayments (Coco & Murray, 2007). Several
theories on cusp generation mechanisms have been proposed, included cusp formation due
to the presence of standing edge waves (Guza & Inman, 1975); random alongshore perturbations that self-organize through coupled hydrodynamic-morphological feedback cycles
(Werner & Fink, 1993); and alongshore variable wave runup patterns resulting from intersecting wave trains of the same wavelength (Dalrymple & Lanan, 1976) or from interactions
between incident and reflected waves on steep beaches (Almar et al., 2018). Many studies
have sought to provide evidence supporting one of these theories (Holland & Holman, 1996;
Coco et al., 1999; Masselink, 1999; Coco et al., 2000; Masselink et al., 2004; Coco & Mur-
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ray, 2007, among others), but have found it difficult to definitively distinguish between the
generation mechanisms in the field (Coco et al., 1999; Almar et al., 2008).
Although the initial generation mechanisms for beach cusps remains inconclusive, it is
widely accepted that a positive hydrodynamic-morphodynamic feedback cycle contributes
to the growth and maintenance of cusp fields (Holland & Holman, 1996; Masselink & Pattiaratchi, 1998b). Cusp growth predominantly occurs with a horn-divergent swash flow, with
uprush at the cusp horns and a channeled outflow in the embayments (Dean & Maurmeyer,
1980; Holland & Holman, 1996; Masselink et al., 1997; Masselink & Pattiaratchi, 1998a,b).
Swash motions on the horns have been found to lead swash motions in the embayments by
several seconds, attributed to the destructive interference between the incoming bore and
previous swash outflow in the cusp embayments (Holland & Holman, 1996; Masselink &
Pattiaratchi, 1998b). Observations have also suggested that this feedback is maximized at
times when the incident period and swash period are approximately equal (Bagnold, 1940;
Dean & Maurmeyer, 1980).
Although scientific interest in beach cusps has spanned over a century, collecting spatially and temporally comprehensive datasets of beach cusp morphology and the forcing
conditions controlling cusp formation and evolution is difficult and expensive. Field observations of beach cusps therefore often focus on a small number of beach cusp events
spanning only a few days (Holland & Holman, 1996; Masselink et al., 1997; Masselink &
Pattiaratchi, 1998a; Sunamura & Aoki, 2000; van Gaalen et al., 2011; Poate et al., 2014;
Senechal et al., 2014) or a larger number of events sampled at low temporal resolution (Dean
& Maurmeyer, 1980; Nolan et al., 1999). A limited number of long-duration studies using
optical imagery have been conducted focusing on the hydrodynamic forcing conditions in
which beach cusps form (Holland, 1998; Almar et al., 2008; Vousdoukas, 2012).
In the most temporally-extensive study, Holland (1998) visually assessed almost 9 years
of daily video data at the Field Research Facility in Duck, NC and concluded that cusps
generally formed with normally incident waves, narrow-banded frequency spread, and reflective conditions, expressed by the surf-scaling parameter,  (which relates wave steepness
to beach slope). The study additionally concluded that cusp formation events generally
followed storms, and developed an empirical relationship to define conditions favorable to
cusps formation using storm presence, breaker angle, and beach reflectivity. However, the
definition of a cusp event used by Holland (1998) required cusp formation from a beach state
with no visible indication of cusps. This definition may have preferentially selected for cusp
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events that followed storms or other high energy events which would have smoothed the
contours across the beach. This requirement also limited the total number of cusp events
analyzed to 57 during the 9 year study. Vousdoukas (2012), in an analysis of five months
of daily video data on a beach in Portugal, identified 29 formation events using a more
inclusive cusp event definition that was based on an increase in the prominence of rhythmical patterns between daily images, defined by the standard deviation of a fixed lower
beach contour. This study similarly found that cusps were likely to form in conditions with
nearly normal incident waves angles and narrow-banded frequency spectra, but found that
most cusp events on this beach occurred with intermediate rather than reflective beach
conditions. When analyzing the wave conditions leading to cusp formation, Vousdoukas
(2012) averaged wave conditions over three tidal cycles; however, cusp formation has been
described in several studies as occurring rapidly, in some case on the scale of minutes to
hours (Komar, 1973; Sunamura & Aoki, 2000), often as wave conditions change. In the
case of rapid cusp formation, using mean wave conditions over 36-hour periods could blur
the relationship between forcing conditions and the resulting morphological changes. There
remains a need for high resolution, long-duration observations of beach cusps and the associated forcing conditions in order to fully understand and characterize the factors controlling
cusp initiation and growth.
Several authors have additionally discussed the potential role of a physical template
(pre-existing irregularities or cusps on the upper beach) in influencing beach cusp initiation, evolution, and morphology lower on the beach face (Masselink et al., 1997; Masselink & Pattiaratchi, 1998a; Castelle et al., 2010; Vousdoukas, 2012). According to the
physical template theory outlined in Castelle et al. (2010), upper-beach cusps can induce
a hydrodynamic-morphodynamic feedback at fixed locations, thus combining elements of
both self-organization and forcing template theories. The authors suggest that on beaches
with pronounced cusps on the upper beach and either a smooth lower beach or a cusp
system with a different wavelength on the lower beach, the upper-beach morphology can
couple with the swash flow, resulting in an extension of the upper-cusp morphology down
the beach face as the tide falls and thus a merging of the two systems. Although several
studies have described upper-beach and lower-beach cusp merging in field data (van Gaalen
et al., 2011; Vousdoukas, 2012), it remains unclear whether this merging only occurs in
hydrodynamic conditions similar to the initial formation, or whether the upper-beach template can induce cusp formation on the lower beach in hydrodynamic conditions that are
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not typically conducive to cusp formation.
In this study, beach cusp formation, evolution, and morphology are investigated through
an analysis of beach elevation contours extracted from hourly lidar-derived Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs). Utilizing these detailed hourly morphological datasets which cover the
range of spatial and temporal scales of cusp evolution, the primary objectives of the study
are to: 1) develop an inclusive definition of beach cusp events that can be used to identify
times when beach cusps are actively forming or evolving (as opposed to being present on
the beach but not responding to hydrodynamic forcing); 2) use this definition to assess the
hydrodynamic conditions conducive to cusp formation, evolution, and growth; 3) determine
the time scales of active cusp events; and 4) assess the role of pre-existing physical templates
in controlling beach cusp morphology.
This paper is outline as follows: in Section 3.2, the observation site, hydrodynamic
dataset, and topographic dataset are described, along with the details of the spectral analyses and the definition of cusp events. In Section 3.3.2, the hydrodynamic and beach
conditions found to be conducive to cusp formation and evolution are outlined. Section
3.3.3 presents observations of rapid cusp evolution along with an analyses of the temporal
scales of each active cusp event. In section 3.3.4, observations of cusp merging events are
presented with analyses of the hydrodynamic conditions during the initial formation and
during merging. Principal findings and conclusions are discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Site description
Field data were collected at the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Field Research
Facility (FRF) located in Duck, North Carolina, on the Atlantic Coast of the United States
(Figure 3.1). The site is characterized by a relatively steep foreshore (1:12.5) with a median
sediment size of 1.0 to 1.5 φ (Holland, 1998; Pianca et al., 2015). Tides are semi-diurnal
and have typical range of around 1 m. Beach cusps are frequently present, and a number of
past studies on cusp formation and behaviour have been conducted using observations from
this location (Holland & Holman, 1996; Holland, 1998; Coco et al., 2003; Ciriano et al.,
2005).
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3.2.2 Field datasets
3.2.2.1 Topographic data
Beach topography was quantified from hourly bare-earth Digital Elevation Models (DEMs)
derived from scans collected by a permanently-deployed lidar scanner on the FRF property.
Each hour, the scanner measures a single three-dimensional framescan of the nearshore
region along with a 30-minute linescan time series along a cross-shore transect oriented
directly offshore. Framescans are geo-rectified, filtered, and then interpolated onto a regular
grid with 1-m resolution that covers a 400 m alongshore extent (Figure 3.2a). Details of the
lidar collection and processing are outlined in O’Dea et al. (2019). The lidar was initially
deployed in January 2015, and has been collecting scans semi-continuously since that time,
with some gaps occurring during lidar service and maintenance. The dataset used in this
analysis spans from October 2015 to June 2017, approximately 20.5 months. Although
topographic data from the lidar was available after this point, the beach just north of the
FRF was nourished in June 2017, significantly altering the availability of sediment and the
beach shape. To focus on beach cusp evolution while the beach was closer to its equilibrium
state, only data prior to the nourishment were used.
The lidar-derived DEM dataset was used to assess beach cusps formation and evolution
(described in the following sections) and also to determine the observed waterline and
the beach slope in the intertidal zone for each low tide. The location of the instantaneous
waterline at every cross-shore location was identified in each lidar scan during the framescan
processing based on the difference in lidar reflectance values off of water and beach surfaces
(O’Dea et al., 2019). The observed waterline is defined as the elevation of the instantaneous
waterline averaged over a 400-m alongshore distance (to account for elevation differences in
the instantaneous waterline due to wave runup). To estimate a representative beach slope
for each low tide, the slope from the lowest measured elevation to the MHHW elevation
(0.457 m NAVD88) was determined at each alongshore location over a 200-m stretch in the
DEM. The slope was estimated using the DEM closest to low tide, along with the DEM
one hour prior and one hour after, and the slope estimates were temporally and spatially
averaged to calculate a characteristic beach slope for each low tide. In storm or other
conditions when the observed waterline was above the MHHW line, the beach slope was
not estimated. The intertidal slope estimates from each low tide were used to calculated
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the surf scaling parameter , with  = Hs ω 2 /2g tan2 β, where Hs is the significant wave
height, ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2π/Tp , where Tp is the peak wave period), g is the
acceleration of gravity, and β is the beach slope.

3.2.2.2 Hydrodynamic data
Hydrodynamic forcing conditions during cusp formation and evolution events were assessed
to determine the conditions in which cusp activity was observed. Both nearshore conditions
(in approximately 8-m water depth) as well as inner surf zone and swash conditions were
included in the analysis.
Nearshore hydrodynamic conditions for the full time series were determined from a
16-element array of bottom-mounted pressure gauges located in approximately 8-m water
depth, which provided estimates of the full frequency-directional wave spectra each hour
(Long & Oltman-Shay, 1991). Significant wave height Hs , peak period Tp , absolute value
of the mean wave direction |θm | (in the sea swell band 0.04 < f < 0.2 Hz, relative to
shore normal), half-power frequency bandwidth δf (full-width at half-maximum in the sea
swell band), and half-power directional bandwidth δθ (full-width at half-maximum in the sea
swell band). Although past studies have often defined the directional bandwidth in terms of
the half-width at half-maximum (Herbers et al., 1999), the full-width at half maximum was
used here to account for asymmetry in the directional spectrum. Directional bandwidth was
selected as the indicator of spread in directional space. However, the analysis was repeated
using mean directional spread and directional spread at the peak frequency and the same
trends were observed. All wave conditions were averaged over the 6 hours leading up to the
low tide to capture the mean conditions during the ebbing tide when the inter-tidal beach
morphology was likely forming.
Inner-surf zone and swash conditions were measured with lidar linescans of the seasurface elevation. Linescan time series were collected at approximately 7.1 Hz over a 30minute period each hour and provided elevations of the dry beach, swash, and inner surfzone water surface along a single cross-shore transect. An automated algorithm was used
to extract the instantaneous runup line from the linescan time series using the changes
in elevation through time at each cross-shore location (following Brodie et al. (2015)).
Using the instantaneous runup time series, the horizontal and vertical swash excursions
were determined for each hour and averaged over the 6 hours prior to each low tide. The
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horizontal (vertical) swash excursion was defined as the horizontal (vertical) distance from
the rundown location exceeded by only 2% of individuals waves to the runup location
exceeded by only 2% of individual waves during the 30-minute period (Stockdon et al.,
2006).

3.2.3 Cusp analysis methods
3.2.3.1 Beach contour selection and spectral analysis
Past studies have shown that the cross-shore extent of cusps decreases with the rising tide,
primarily due to the smoothing of beach morphology offshore of the swash front (in the lower
swash zone and inner surf zone) (Coco et al., 2004). This smoothing of the lower beach with
each tidal cycle results in a dynamic and rapidly evolving lower beach face (Vousdoukas,
2012) (Figure 3.3a). To isolate times when cusps were actively forming or evolving in our
dataset, analyses were conducted using contours close to the observed waterline at each low
tide, based on the assumption that cusps will only be present at the low tide waterline at
times when they are actively forming and responding to hydrodynamic forcing conditions.
The DEM closest to low tide was identified for each tidal cycle, and a contour 30 cm above
the average elevation of the observed waterline was extracted over a 400-m alongshore
distance. A contour above the elevation of the observed mean waterline is used to ensure
that topographic information is extracted outside of the active swash zone and to ensure a
continuous contour along the beach.
The contours were smoothed using a double moving average over a 50-m window to find
the shoreline trend. Although alongshore rhythmic features can exist with wavelengths of
this scale (and longer) in some locations, Holland (1998) found that the mean spacing of
the cusp fields in Duck ranged from 12.4 to 38.8 m over the 9 year analysis period. For this
reason, the shoreline trend (with spatial scales > 50m) was removed from the contour to
focus on smaller scale (< 50 m) cusps. Spectra were computed for the detrended contour at
each low tide over the 21-month period. An example of a low-tide DEM from 2016 March
18 15:00 UTC with the contour 30 cm above the observed line is shown in Figure 3.2a,
along with the contour location and the shoreline trend (Figure 3.2b) and the resulting
cusp spectrum (Figure 3.2c).
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3.2.3.2 Definition of active cusp events
Cuspate features are frequently observed on the beach at the study site. However, these
patterns vary widely in the amplitude of cusps and the regularity of the rhythmic pattern.
In this study, a wavenumber-dependent spectral density threshold was used to define and
identify the active cusp events that were included in the analysis. The threshold requires a
level of regularity, prominence, and alongshore extent in the cusp system for the system to be
included. The threshold was defined based on the characteristics of spectra computed from
realistic cusp fields at this site, which accounts for relationships between cusp amplitudes
and wavelengths. First, spectra were computed using a number of idealized cusps fields to
quantify the spectral trends of perfectly-regular beach cusp fields with realistic dimensions.
The idealized cusp fields were generated by extracting the contour excursion of a single,
well-defined cusp from a low-tide DEM and then repeating this cusp over a 400-m distance.
This was repeated for 30 different cusp events, selected to span a range of realistic cusp
dimensions and morphologies. The spectra generated from the idealized cusp fields are
shown in Figure 3.4b. These idealized cusps were then modified (e.g. Figure 3.4a, red
line) by decreasing the alongshore extent of the cusps (i.e. spanning only 300 of the 400-m
alongshore stretch) as well as their cross-shore excursion (i.e. with amplitudes equal to 70%
of the original cusp fields), and the spectra were recomputed. The spectra generated from
these modified cusp fields are shown in Figure 3.4c. A wavenumber-specific spectral density
threshold was then defined by fitting a curve of the form S(k) = ak b to the peaks of these
modified spectra, where k is wavenumber, and a = 0.0118 and b = −2.67 are the best-fit
regression parameters (3.4c, black line). Active cusp events were then defined as times
when the magnitude of the low-tide cusp spectra exceeded this threshold at any k. For
every active event, the mean cusp amplitudes were estimated by finding the mean elevation
change from the cusp horn to the cusp embayment along the low-pass filtered contour (30
cm above the waterline). An example spectrum from an observed cusp field is shown in
Figure 3.2c along with the defined threshold (dashed line).

3.2.3.3 Definition of cusp merging and diverging
Observations during the study period often show differing behavior on the upper and lower
beach faces (Figure 3.3). Because the swash more rarely reaches the upper beach face, cusps
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on the upper beach tend to be very persistent, often visible for months at a time (Figure
3.3b). The lower beach is typically more dynamic (Figure 3.3a), at times having cusps with
a similar spacing and location to the upper beach (a “merged” state) (Figure 3.5c) and at
other times having no cusps or cusps with a different wavelength than the upper beach (a
“divergent” state) (Figure 3.5a).
To investigate the conditions leading to beach system merging (i.e. moving from a
divergent state to a merged state, illustrated in Figure 3.5) and divergence (i.e. moving from
a merged state to a divergent state), a more in-depth analysis of an approximately 7-week
period (2016 Nov 19 to 2017 Jan 8) that included both beach cusp merging and diverging
was conducted. During this period, instances when the observed high-tide waterline reached
the upper-beach cusp system were first identified (see red line, Figure 3.5a and shaded
cyan area, Figure 3.5b). The elevation of the high-tide waterline was estimated using the
instantaneous runup line extracted from the lidar linescan time series closest to high tide,
and was defined as the elevation exceeded by wave runup 5% of the time. To determine
whether cusps had been present at this elevation prior to high tide, spectra were computed
for the previous low-tide DEM along the elevation contour corresponding to the following
high-tide waterline (illustrated in Figure 3.5). The alongshore extent of this 7-week analysis
was shortened to only include areas where cusps were present (approximately 225 m), and
the active cusp threshold was recalculated to account for this shortened alongshore distance.
Instances when the high-tide spectra exceeded this modified threshold for active cusps were
identified, and these times were then separated into cases that resulted in cusp system
merging, cusp system divergence, and no significant change in the lower beach (during the
subsequent low tide). The incident and swash conditions during each of these events were
then identified and compared.

3.3 Results
The general characteristics of the beach cusps observed during the study period are outlined in Section 3.3.1. Analyses of cusp events were conducted focusing on the conditions
conducive to cusp formation and growth (Section 3.3.2), the temporal scales of cusp events
(Section 3.3.3), and cusp merging events (Section 3.3.4).
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3.3.1 Cusp characteristics
Using the previously defined threshold, a total of 88 active events were identified in the
dataset. The mean wavelengths for each active cusp field (determined by finding the centroid
of the resulting cusp spectrum) ranged from 19.70 m to 41.56 m, with 80% falling between
22.71 m and 33.71 m. The mean cusp amplitudes across the 400-m alongshore extent
ranged from 0.13 m (with a mean cusp wavelength of 25.7 m) to 0.51 m (with a mean cusp
wavelength of 41.6 m). The number of cusp horns in the 400-m domain ranged from 9 to
20, with a mean of approximately 14. Some cusp fields were very regular across the entire
alongshore extent, with a minimum amplitude standard deviation of less that 0.05 m (cusp
field shown in Figure 3.2).

3.3.2 Oceanographic controls on cusp evolution
The statistical distributions of wave conditions (Hs , Tp , δf , δθ, |θm |, and ) during the
identified active cusp events were determined and compared with the statistical distributions
of conditions observed over the entire deployment period at this site (Figure 3.6). The
observations agreed with past studies showing that cusps form in conditions with large Tp ,
low δf , and reflective beach conditions (low ). However, the analysis found that cusp
events occurred in a larger range of |θm | than previously reported, with 19.3% of events
occurring with |θm | ≥ 20◦ at the 8-m array. Additionally, the analysis found that cusps
predominantly formed during conditions with a directional bandwidth larger than the mean
directional bandwidth at this site.
The mean of each parameter during the entire study period and during only cusp events
were determined and compared. A two-sample t-Test for equal means was conducted for
each parameter at the 1% confidence level (without assuming equal variance). All of the
parameters compared (Hs , δf , Tp , δθ, |θm |, and ) had mean values during the entire study
period and during active cusps events that were statistically different at the 1% confidence
level.

3.3.3 Temporal analysis of active cusp events
The lower beach was found to be very dynamic, with different rhythmic patterns of varying
regularity and extent observed during most low tides (Figure 3.3a). Although many of the
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cusp patterns that formed across the upper beach lasted weeks or even months, most active
events (with prominent, regular patterns extending to the low tide waterline) were found
to last only a single or a few tidal cycles. Of the 88 active events, 22 lasted only a single
tidal cycle. The longest time period with active cusps present at every low tide was four
days (eight tidal cycles).
During a few events, the observed wavelength across the lower beach rapidly changed
from one tidal cycle to the next, highlighting the need for high temporal resolution in
analyses linking cusp development to hydrodynamic forcing conditions. Figure 3.7 shows
an examples of rapid cusp formation and evolution over two tidal cycles (2016 Nov 18 22:00
to Nov 19 22:00 UTC). The contours used in the spectral analysis were z = 0.70 and z =
1.41 m NAVD88 (30 cm above the respective low waterline for the two low-tide DEMs).
The event starts with relatively smooth beach and evolves first into a defined cusp field
with a mean wavelength of 21.1 m (second low tide) followed by a cusp field with a mean
wavelength of 28.1 m (third low tide). The cusp field that formed between 2016 Nov 19
10:00 UTC and 2016 Nov 19 23:00 UTC extends across the entire upper and lower beach.
These cusps were present on the upper beach for approximately 7 weeks, and are discussed
in detail in the following section.

3.3.4 Cusp merging
The merging analysis period started with the formation of beach cusps across the beach face
on 2016 Nov 19 23:00 UTC (shown in Figure 3.7c). The upper-beach cusps (Figure 3.8a)
were present on the beach until a high intensity event eroded the upper beach on 2017 Jan
8 15:00 UTC. During this period, the lower beach was very dynamic, at times appearing
smooth and at times exhibiting a range of rhythmic patterns (Figure 3.8b).
The high-tide waterline reached the upper-beach cusps 25 times during this 7-week
period (Figure 3.8c, vertical lines, and 3.8d, colored stars). Of these times, 16 result in an
extension of the beach cusp system down the beach face or a maintenance of the existing
cusp system across the beach face (Figure 3.8d, cyan stars). Seven of these times instead
resulted the partial or full destruction of the cusp system, either through accretion (two
events, Figure 3.8d yellow stars) or erosion (five events, Figure 3.8d red stars). One of
these times resulted in the formation of a separate cusp field on the lower beach face with
a different wavelength (2016 Dec 9 14:00 UTC, Figure 3.8d magenta star). Finally, one of
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these times resulted in no significant changes on the lower beach face (2016 Dec 14 19:00
UTC, Figure 3.8d green star).
The majority of the times the waterline reached the upper-beach cusp system resulted
in either a merging of the two systems (2016 Dec 5 22:00 UTC and 2017 Jan 4 10:00 UTC)
or the maintenance of the existing single cusp system across the upper and lower beach.
Although observations at the merging and maintenance times all showed at least a faint
merged cusp system across the beach face (with cusp amplitudes at the low-tide waterline
ranging from 0.091 m to 0.403 m), they did not all have a prominent cusp system that
extended to the low-tide waterline. Only two of these 16 time periods qualified as active
events using the definition presented in the previous sections (2016 Dec 7 12:00 UTC and
2017 Jan 4 10:00 UTC, with mean cusp amplitudes at the low-tide waterline of 0.403 m
and 0.325 m, respectively). Cusp merging occurred two additional times when the hightide waterline reached the upper-beach cusp field at an elevation where the cusps were less
prominent and did not qualify as an active event (2016 Dec 22 01:00 UTC and 2016 Dec 29
19:00 UTC, shown with black arrows in Figure 3.8c, with cusp amplitudes of 0.138 m and
0.180 m at the high-tide waterline, respectively). This suggests that even relatively small
elevation differences (O(10cm)) could induce the positive hydrodynamic-morphodynamic
feedback cycle that results in cusp extension in conditions conducive to cusp formation.
Three of these four merging events occurred within the range of wave conditions identified
in Section 3.3.2 as conducive to cusp activity, with Tp > 9.7 s and δf < 0.041 Hz (averaged
over the 6 hours leading up to low tide). However, the final merging event (2016 Dec 5
22:00 UTC) occurred in less favorable conditions, with Tp = 4.8 s and δf = 0.054 Hz. The
cusps on the lower beach face in this case were faint (with an amplitude of 0.207 m), and
did not meet the active cusp threshold until three tidal cycles later on 2016 Dec 7 12:00
UTC, when the wave conditions became more favorable to cusp growth (with Tp = 9.9 s
and δf = 0.047 Hz, with a final cusp amplitude of 0.403 m).
The times when the high-tide water level reached the cusp system and resulted in either
the destruction of the lower-beach cusp system (Figure 3.8d, red and yellow stars) or the
formation of a different lower-beach cusp system (2016 Dec 8, 13:00 UTC, Figure 3.8d magenta star) were investigated to further understand the conditions leading to beach system
divergence. Cusp destruction occurred both due to the erosion of the cusp field (five of seven
destruction events) as well as accretion in the cusp embayments (two of seven destruction
events). Cusp destruction primarily occurred at times with large (Jan 8 15:00 UTC, Hs >
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2.8 m) or steep (Dec 23 14:00 UTC, Jan 7 01:00 UTC, Jan 7 13:00 UTC, Hs > 1.15 m and
Tp < 7 s) wave conditions, or due to highly oblique incident waves (|θm | > 45◦ at the 8-m
array, Nov 21 0:00 UTC). These wave conditions are all outside of the range of conditions
identified in Section 3.3.2 as conducive to cusp formation.
In the case resulting in the formation of a new cusp system on the lower beach (2016
Dec 8, 13:00 UTC, Figure 3.8d magenta star), the hydrodynamic conditions were within the
range found to be conducive to cusp formation, with Hs = 0.76 m, Tp = 9.8 s, δθ = 93.4◦ ,
and δf = 0.047 Hz. The cusps that formed during the event had a smaller wavelength than
those on the upper beach (with a mean spacing of 28.2 m on the lower beach on 2016 Dec 8
13:00 UTC and a mean spacing of 22.2 m at the same contour on 2016 Dec 9, 01:00 UTC,
Figure 3.9d). Past studies have described mean cusp spacing as persistent through a range
of conditions (Masselink & Pattiaratchi, 1998b), with changes in cusp spacing occurring
primarily as a result of the merging or splitting of a single horn (Almar et al., 2008). In this
case, the location of each horn (excluding one) at the 1 m contour over a 215 m alongshore
area shifted to generate a very regular cusp field with a new mean spacing (Figure 3.9d).
The beach slope during the initial formation and diverging event were similar (0.086 and
0.091, respectively), but the wave conditions during the diverging event were less energetic
than the initial formation period (Hs = 1.58 m and Tp = 12.3 s during the initial formation
event, and Hs = 0.76 m and Tp = 9.8 m during the diverging event), resulting in a smaller
horizontal swash excursion (27.0 m versus 16.7 m).
Finally, the high-tide waterline reached the active upper-beach cusp system on 2016 Dec
14 19:00 UTC (Figure 3.8d, green star), but resulted in no significant change on the lower
beach face. The significant wave height (Hs = 0.93 m) and frequency bandwidth (δf =
0.033 Hz) were within the range found to be conducive to cusp formation (Figure 3.6a).
However, the low peak period (Tp = 5.5 s) and large surf similarity parameter ( = 10.8)
during the event was outside the range conditions found to be favorable for cusp formation
and growth (Figure 3.6).
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Sensitivity to methods
Because natural beach states include cuspate topographies with a wide range of amplitudes
and regularities, selecting a threshold to define cusp events is inherently subjective. To assess
the sensitivity of these results to the selected threshold, a second threshold was developed
that reduced the idealized cusp contour excursion by 20% instead of 30% (thus requiring
the cusp fields to be closer to the idealized cusp fields to be included as an active event).
The total number of cusp events in this case was reduced from 88 with the initial threshold
to 44 with modified threshold. Two-sample t-Tests for equal means were conducted for each
parameter at the 1% confidence level (without assuming equal variance) using the modified
threshold. For each parameter compared (Hs , δf , Tp , δθ, |θm |, and ), the results were
consistent with the analysis presented above. The mean values of each parameter during
times with cusps changed from Hs = 0.70 m, δf = 0.029 Hz, Tp = 11.7 s, δθ = 77.3◦ ,
|θm | = 12.7◦ , and  = 1.30 with the initial 70% threshold to Hs = 0.70 m, δf = 0.027 Hz,
Tp = 12.33 s, δθ = 76.5◦ , |θm | = 12.8◦ , and  = 1.13 with the 80% threshold (compared to
mean values of Hs = 0.86 m, δf = 0.041 Hz, Tp = 9.16 s, δθ = 65.6◦ , |θm | = 16.8◦ , and 
= 3.89 over the entire study period).
Past studies have also found relationships between cusp formation and storm presence
(Holland, 1998). However, this conclusion may have been influenced by the author’s definition of a cusp event. To determine whether the active cusp events identified in this study
occurred more frequently after storm events, all storm events (defined following Holland
(1998) as periods with Hs > 1.5 m for longer than 6 consecutive hours) during the study
period were identified and the time between each active cusp event and the end of the closest
previous storm was found. Of the 88 active cusp events, only 14 occurred within 48 hours
of a storm, and 23 occurred within 72 hours of a storm. The mean time between each active
event and the closest storm was 7.2 days, with a range from 0 hours (with cusp initiation
occurring during the storm) to approximately 20.5 days. Although cusp formation from a
previously alongshore uniform beach may commonly occur after a passing storm, it does not
appear that storm presence is a requirement for the active cusp growth and development
discussed in this analysis.
Active cusp events were found to be more likely to occur during periods with specific
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wave and environmental conditions, specifically times with long period, low energy waves,
with low frequency and high directional spread, and with reflective beach conditions. However, because wave and environmental conditions are not independent (and thus certain
conditions are more likely to occur at the same time as other conditions) these results do
not imply that each of these parameters is individually important to cusp formation and
growth at this site. Future work will focus on assessing the relative importance of each of
these parameters in the development of cusps systems at this site.

3.4.2 Cusp generation mechanisms
The conditions determined to be conducive to cusp formation and growth at the study
site generally agree with the analysis presented in Holland (1998), conducted using video
imagery from the same site. However, although Holland (1998) linked cusp formation to
small frequency bandwidth (in agreement with the present analysis), their analysis did not
demonstrate the relationship with directional bandwidth observed here. The differences in
spectral parameters during active cusp events and throughout the entire study period are
visible in Figure 3.10.
One source of a sea state with large directional bandwidth (i.e. waves approaching
from multiple directions) and small frequency bandwidth (i.e. most energy consolidated
at a single frequency) is intersecting wave trains of the same wavelength. Dalrymple &
Lanan (1976) demonstrated in a laboratory experiment that intersecting wave trains with
the same wavelength can form beach cusps, with the cusp wavelength fixed by the angle
between the two intersecting wave trains. However, the circulation pattern observed during the experiment (with uprush in the cusp embayments and outflow at the horns) is not
consistent with the circulation pattern generally associated with cusps (with uprush at the
horns and outflow in the embayments) (Masselink & Pattiaratchi, 1998b). Additionally,
in the present analysis, the frequency-integrated directional spectra during cusp events appeared directionally broad, but not necessarily bi-modal. While a bi-modal spectra with
two narrow-banded wave trains may create an organized swash and runup pattern as described by Dalrymple & Lanan (1976), a directionally-broad spectrum would instead likely
result in a disorganized runup pattern.
An alternative hypothesis for cusp generation and growth presented by Almar et al.
(2018) suggests that waves reflected from irregular beach topography can interact with
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the incident wave field to generate a standing wave pattern that mimics a subharmonic
edge wave. Although past studies (and the results presented above) have shown that cusps
predominately form during reflective beach conditions (as defined using the surf-scaling
parameter (Holland, 1998, among others)), to the authors’ knowledge cusp formation has
never been compared to measured wave reflection. Incident (EI ) and reflected (ER ) wave
energy for every hour of the 21-month period were calculated by integrating the wave
spectrum from the 8-m array over 0 > θ > 180◦ (with 90◦ as shore-normal) and 180 >
θ > 360◦ , respectively, and then integrating over the sea-swell frequency band (0.04 <
f < 0.2 Hz). Active cusps events were found to occur during periods with large amounts
of reflected energy relative to incident energy (with a mean ratio of reflected to incident
energy (ER /EI ) of 0.11 during the entire study period and 0.22 during active cusps, Figure
3.11). Unsurprisingly, large ER /EI values occurred with a low value of the surf scaling
parameter . Similar to the theory of cusp generation by intersecting wave trains, the
standing wave pattern generated by reflected waves would likely result in uprush in the cusp
embayments and outflow at the cusp horns. Although the circulation patterns generated
by this hypothesized formation mechanism does not agree with the commonly observed
circulation patterns, it is possible that it could provide an initial, regular perturbation that
is then reinforced through a positive hydrodynamic-morphodynamic feedback cycle to build
beach cusp fields.

3.4.3 Merging events
Cusps formed on the upper beach several times during the study period, often lasting
weeks or even months (detrended 2.25 m contour shown in Figure 3.3b). The analysis of
cusp merging showed that the majority of times when the high-tide waterline reached the
upper-beach cusps system during the analysis period (16 out of 25) resulted in the extension
of the upper-beach cusp system down the beach face or the maintenance of the existing cusp
field across the beach face. In case where the cusp field extended down the beach face, the
locations of the cusp horns and embayments on the lower beach were fixed by the cusps
on the upper beach, demonstrating that the upper-beach cusps exert some control over the
evolution of the cusp system on the lower beach. However, in at least two occasions, the
water reached the upper-beach cusp system and either did not result in merging or resulted
in the formation of a different cusp field on the lower beach, suggesting that the presence of
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a morphological template alone will not necessarily induce cusp formation in hydrodynamic
conditions unfavorable to cusp growth at the given wavelength.

3.4.4 Implications for beach change analyses
The tendency of many beach systems to form cuspate topography is often ignored in observations and analyses of beach evolution, particularly in observations that do not account
for alongshore variability (such as single cross-shore beach profiles). To assess the potential
importance of individual cusp events in observations of beach profile evolution, the beach
profile envelope directly offshore of the lidar scanner was determined from the lidar linescan
time series (Figure 3.12). The profile envelope was defined as the maximum and minimum
elevations that include 95% of observed elevations at each cross-shore location over the 21month study period (red dotted lines, Figure 3.12). The maximum width of the envelope
was 1.39 m, which occurred at x = 84.1 m. The mean cusp amplitude for the largest cusp
event (2016 March 18 15:00 UTC) was 0.51 m (cyan lines, Figure 3.12). In this case, the
elevation difference between the cusp horn and embayment in a single cusp event would
account for approximately 37% of the total profile envelope over the 21-month period. A
single profile taken at the location of a cusp horn/embayment before and after the development of a cusp field could thus misleadingly suggest significant accretion/erosion at times
that only involve cusp-scale alongshore redistribution of sediment.
To assess the range of elevations at which cusp fields are important at this study site,
spectra were computed from every low-tide DEM using 0.5-m elevation contours, covering
the elevation range from -0.5 to 4 m relative to NAVD88. Active cusp events occurred from
the 0 m contour (5 events) to the 3 m contour (10 events), with the maximum number
occurring at the 1.5 m contour (128 events). The mean wavelength of the active events
at each contour ranged from 23.35 m at the 0 m contour to 36.32 m at the 3 m contour,
although the mean cusp wavelengths at each contour did not monotonically increase with
increasing contour elevation. The relative importance of individual cusp events in crossshore profile evolution as well as the wide range of elevations where cusps form emphasize
the importance of accounting for alongshore variability (such as as cuspate topography) in
analyses of beach evolution.
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3.5 Conclusions
Beach cusps are rhythmic topographic features that form in the swash zone on beaches
around the world. Here, beach cusp formation and evolution over a 21-month period are
analyzed using topographic data from the USACE Field Research Facility in Duck, NC.
Cusp events are identified in the data using spatial cusp spectra generated from fourier
analyses of an elevation contour located 30 cm above the estimated mean water level for every low tide. Wave conditions during active events are assessed to determine the conditions
favorable for cusp formation at this site. Results show that cusps formed and developed
during times with long period, low energy wave conditions with low frequency spread and
high directional spread, and with reflective beach conditions. Cusp events were found to
form and evolve rapidly, often on the scale of individual tidal cycles. Beach morphology
frequently differed on the upper and lower beach, at times resulting in two distinct cusp
systems present on the beach at a given time (a divergent beach state). These discrete cusp
fields merged into a single cusp field that spanned across the beach on several occasions
when the high-tide waterline reached the upper-beach cusp system. In these cases, the horn
locations and spacing on the lower beach were fixed by the upper beach cusps. Other times,
the high-tide waterline reached the upper beach cusp system but did not result in a merging
of the two systems, suggesting that the presence of upper beach cusps alone is not enough
to induce a positive feedback cycle that would result in the growth and extension of the
cusp system in unfavorable conditions.
Acknowledgements: Funding for this project was provided by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers’ Coastal and Ocean Data Systems Program. The authors would like to thank Jeff
Waters for his support as Branch Chief of the FRF; the FRF support staff for deploying and
maintaining the lidar system; Britt Raubenheimer and Steve Elgar for thoughtful discussion;
and Merrick C. Haller for input during the writing process.
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Figure 3.1: An example lidar framescan overlaid on a Google Earth aerial image with the
study site outlined in red. A map showing the location of Duck, NC on the Atlantic coast
of the United States is shown in the upper right corner. The location of the lidar scanner
is shown with a red circle.
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Figure 3.2: An example DEM with contours every 50 cm from 1 m to 2.5 m (in black)
and a contour 30 cm above the mean elevation of the low tide waterline (in red); b) the
alongshore and cross-shore position of the contour 30 cm above the mean waterline, along
with the low-pass filtered contour showing the shoreline trend. Colors along the low-pass
filtered contour indicate elevation. c) The wavenumber spectrum determined from a fourier
analysis of the detrended contour (solid line) along with the active cusp threshold (dotted
line).
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Figure 3.3: The detrended cross-shore contour excursion from a (a) lower beach contour (1
m NAVD88) and (b) upper beach contour (2.25 m NAVD88) for the duration of the study
period, along with the (c) significant wave height. Blue colors in panel (a) indicate onshore
movement of the contour and red colors indicate offshore movement of the contour. Vertical
grey bars indicate that topographic data was not available for that time.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Example idealized (black) and modified (red) synthetic cusp fields showing
a large cusp event (with a wavelength of approximately 44 m), along with the resulting
spectra from both the (b) regular and (c) modified cusp fields from 30 representative cusp
events. The black lines in panels (b) and (c) show the best-fit curve fit to the maxima in
each spectrum.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of cusp merging, showing a divergent beach system with two cusp
fields at low tide 1 (left panel), the subsequent high tide with the waterline reaching the
upper-beach cusp system (middle panel), resulting in an extension of the upper beach cusp
system down the beach face to form a merged beach system at low tide 2 (right panel). The
water each panel is shown in blue, with the beach shown in yellow. The red line in the left
panel shows the elevation the water reaches at the subsequent high tide.
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of wave conditions from the 8-m array during active cusp events
(blue bars) along with the histogram of hourly conditions over the entire 21-month study
period (red), including (a) Hs , (b) δf , (c) Tp , (d) δθ, (e) |θm |, and (f) . Vertical lines show
the mean values during cusp events (blue dashed) and during the entire study period (black
dashed).
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Figure 3.7: Low-tide DEMs from (a) 2016 Nov 18 22:00 UTC, (b) 2016 Nov 19 10:00 UTC,
and (c) 2016 Nov 19 22:00 UTC showing the contour used in the spectral analysis, along
with (d) the detrended cross-shore contour excursions for each low tide and (e) the resulting
spectra. The dotted line shows the threshold used to identify active cusp events.
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Figure 3.8: The cross-shore position of an (a) upper beach contour (2.5 m NAVD88) and (b)
lower beach contour (1 m NAVD88), along with (c) the contour closest to the subsequent
high-tide waterline and (d) the estimated water level at high tide and low tide from the
lidar DEM (black) and the lidar linescan time series (blue) from 2016 Nov 18 22:00 UTC
to 2017 Jan 8 15:00 UTC. Times when water level reached the active cusp field at high
tide are shown with vertical lines and colored arrows in panel (c) and colored markers in
panel (d), with cyan indicating either a merging of the cusp fields or the maintenance of
the existing cusp field, red indicating that the cusp field was destroyed through erosion,
yellow indicating that the cusp field was destroyed through accretion, green indicating no
real change in the cusp field, and magenta indicating the divergence of the beach into two
distinct cusp fields. Black arrows panel (d) show times when the high-tide waterline did
not reach an active cusp field but merging occurred.
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Figure 3.9: The DEM from (a) 2016 Dec 8 13:00 UTC and (b) 2016 Dec 9 01:00 UTC, along
with the detrended contour excursion from the (c) 2.2 m contour and (d) 1.2 m contour in
each DEM (shown in red on the 2016 Dec 08 DEM and blue on the 2016 Dec 09 DEM).
Black lines show contours every 50 cm from 0.5 to 2.5 m NAVD88, and the white line in
panel (a) shows the contour reached at the high tide at 2016 Dec 8 19:00 UTC.
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Figure 3.10: The mean frequency-directional wave spectrum over the sea-swell frequency
band (0.04 < f < 0.2 Hz) over (a) the entire deployment period and (b) active cusp events,
along with the mean (c) frequency spectrum (integrated over all directions) over the entire
period (solid line) and during cusp events (dotted line). The frequency spectra have been
normalized by the maximum value in each spectrum.
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of ER /EI during active cusps events (blue bars) and over the entire
21-month study period (red). Vertical lines show the mean values during cusp events (blue
dashed) and during the entire study period (black dashed).

Figure 3.12: The mean cross-shore beach profile (black line) and profile envelope (red
dotted line) directly offshore of the lidar scanner over the 21-month study period. Cyan
lines show the profile at the location of the closest cusp horn (10 m north of scanner) and
cusp embayment (36 m north of lidar scanner) from 2016 March 18 15:00 UTC.
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Chapter 4: Sea surface roughness changes induced by rip currents and
nearshore eddies

A. O’Dea, G.W. Wilson, M.C. Haller
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ABSTRACT: In this study, the relationship between sea surface roughness changes
induced by rip currents and nearshore eddies and the observed backscatter intensity patterns
in marine radar images is examined. Roughness changes are quantified using the currentinduced change in the mean square slope (M SS) of the water surface. Changes in the M SS
^
(M
SS) are determined using a relaxation approach to the wave action balance equation
that combines an equilibrium wave action spectrum with a wave action perturbation due to
simulated nearshore current fields. Simulations of nearshore current fields were conducted
using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) at a well-studied field site in Duck, NC
^
over a 7-day period in September 2010 with a series of low-tide rip currents. The total M
SS
^
^
^
(M
SSt ) as well as the M
SS projections in the radar look direction (M
SSr ) were calculated
at each low tide and compared to the current-induced changes in backscatter intensity in
X-band marine radar images collected over the same time period. Results show that the
^
spatial patterns of the M
SSr projection more closely correspond to the signature of the rip
current observed in the radar backscatter intensity images than the spatial pattern of the
^
total change M
SSt . Analyses of the contribution of each component of the deformation
^
tensor demonstrate that the spatial patterns of M
SSr result from divergence of the current
field as well as strain and shear in the wind direction. The qualitative agreement between
^
^
the spatial patterns of M
SSr and the observed intensity anomalies suggest that M
SSr is
an effective proxy for rip current-induced changes in X-band radar backscatter intensity at
low grazing angles.

4.1 Introduction
Rip currents are narrow offshore-oriented currents, generated in the surf zone, that flow
through the breaker line and extend offshore. They are frequent features on many beaches
all over the world, and play an important role in the exchange of waters, nutrients, sediment,
and organisms between the surf zone and inner shelf. Rip currents also pose a serious
danger to ocean swimmers, and are the leading cause of lifeguard rescues on public beaches
(Fletemeyer & Leatherman, 2010).
Because of their importance in nearshore zones and their status as a major public safety
hazard, significant efforts have been made to improve our understanding of the factors
influencing the formation, strength, and morphology of rip currents as well as our ability
to accurately model and forecast rips. Such efforts are challenging because of the often
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transient nature of rips and the need for dense spatial and temporal measurements to fully
characterize rip dynamics. Lagrangian techniques such as drifters have provided a more
complete picture of rip current circulation (Schmidt et al., 2003a; Johnson & Pattiaratchi,
2004a; MacMahan et al., 2010a), but are still limited in their capacity to provide long-term
observations over large areas.
The application of remote sensing techniques to nearshore areas has expanded the type
of data we can collect relating to rip currents as well as the temporal and spatial scales over
which these data can be collected. Optical assessments of rip current location and persistence over long time scales (i.e. several years) have been conducted using video techniques
(Holman et al., 2006). However, this technique is based on the identification of rip-associated
morphological features (primarily rip channels in alongshore bars), and therefore is limited
in the amount of information it can provide about the flow field itself. A few other studies
have employed Doppler sonar (Smith & Largier, 1995; Vagle et al., 2001), airborne infrared
imagery (Marmorino et al., 2013), and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (da Silva et al., 2006;
da Silva, 2008) to identify rip currents or rip-associated hydrodynamic features, but to date
these methods have only been applied to a limited number of rip current events.
Recent observations from shore-based X-band radar have shown that these instruments
can provide a valuable additional source of rip current data. Takewaka & Yamakawa (2011)
presented time-averaged radar backscatter intensity images with cross-shore oriented bright
features that were confirmed to be rip currents using GPS-equipped floaters. Haller et al.
(2014) presented time-averaged radar intensity images showing a regular sequence of tidallyrecurring rip currents. The rip currents observed in these radar images were verified using
a cross-shore array of current meters and were also successfully modeled by Wilson et al.
(2014). X-band radar images such as these are capable of providing information that extends
over hundreds of meters or even kilometers at high (O(1 min)) temporal resolution, providing
a synoptic view of rip current activity.
A comprehensive theory for X-band radar imaging at low grazing angles (i.e. shorebased or ship-based) is not yet available. However, an extensive body of literature exists that
provides a useful understanding of the scattering mechanisms contributing to microwave (Xband) radar backscatter intensity as observed by imaging radars. This work has considered
the imaging of internal waves (Alpers, 1985; Lyzenga, 1998; ?); ocean fronts (Lyzenga,
1991; Kudryavtsev et al., 2012); bathymetric features (Alpers & Hennings, 1984; Romeiser
& Alpers, 1997); and surface currents (Kudryavtsev et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2016).
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This present work will focus only on radars operating at X-band, and only the backscatter intensity signals from non-Doppler radars. It is well established that Bragg resonance
scattering is a primary contributor to X-band radar backscatter intensity from radars operating at low grazing angles (Lyzenga et al., 1983; Alpers & Hennings, 1984; Holliday et al.,
1986; Lyzenga & Bennett, 1988; Plant et al., 2010a), with additional backscatter intensity
contributions primarily from non-Bragg scattering mechanisms related to wave steepening and breaking (Jessup et al., 1990; Twarog et al., 1996; Lyzenga, 1996; Kudryavtsev
et al., 2005). Bragg resonance scattering is a result of the interaction between the transmitted radar pulse and short surface waves (specifically waves with a wavenumber λbragg
= λradar /2 sin θ, where λradar is the wavelength corresponding to the X-band microwave
frequency and θ is the incidence angle). Surface waves of this wavelength are referred to as
Bragg waves. For X-band radars operating at low grazing angles (high incidence angles),
Bragg waves are short gravity-capillary waves on the order of 1-2 cm. Although microwaves
only penetrate seawater to a depth of millimeters or centimeters, interactions between surface waves and the underlying current field can result in both changes in the roughness
of the water surface (and therefore the energy of Bragg waves) as well as in small-scale
wave breaking, both of which alter backscatter intensity levels. This results in regions of
increased or decreased backscatter intensities in radar images due to the underlying current
fields (Lyzenga, 1998; Kudryavtsev et al., 2005; Plant et al., 2010a).
The work described here was directly motivated by the analytic work of Rascle et al.
(2014). Their work analyzed the interactions between the wind-driven wave field and the
underlying gradients in the surface current field to determine the role of the current deformation type in generating surface roughness variability, as quantified through the currentinduced change in the mean squared slope (M SS) of the water surface. Specifically, they
showed that only divergent currents and currents with strain in the wind direction alter
the total M SSt of the water surface, suggesting that only these current types would be
observable using remote sensors that respond to variations in sea surface roughness.
Here we hypothesize that spatial variations in the M SS of the water surface are an
effective proxy for changes in radar backscatter intensity at “wave-averaged” time scales,
i.e. time scales longer than individual wind or swell waves. To test this hypothesis, we utilize
the model for the wave action anomaly and resulting M SS anomaly due to surface currents
outlined in Rascle et al. (2014). We compute the spatial changes in M SS using simulated
rip current velocity fields from Duck, NC, generated using the numerical model ROMS. The
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changes in M SS determined using the modeled current fields are then compared to X-band
backscatter intensity anomaly images from Duck, NC to determine whether the rip current
signatures observed in marine radar images spatially correspond to the modeled changes in
surface roughness.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the steps in determining the current^
induced changes in M SS (denoted as M
SS) are outlined. The model inputs include the
equilibrium wave action spectrum and the underlying current fields, outlined in Section 4.2.1
and Section 4.2.2, respectively. In Section 4.3, the experimental data from Duck, NC, is
presented, including the X-band radar data collection and processing (Section 4.3.1 and
Section 4.3.2), as well as in situ velocity measurements used to validate the numerical
model (Section 4.3.3). From the radar images, a backscatter intensity anomaly is determined
e which represents the intensity at each location relative to a range-dependent
(denoted as I),
background mean. In Section 4.4, the ROMS model validation is presented (Section 4.4.1),
^
^
along with spatial maps of the current-induced total M
SS (M
SSt ) and the projection of the
^
^
M
SS in the radar look direction (M
SSr ) (Section 4.4.2), and finally a comparison between
^
^
the calculated M
SS and the observed Ie (Section 4.4.3). A discussion of the M
SS and Ie
comparison and the limitations of the surface roughness model are included in Section 4.5.

4.2 Sea surface roughness model
In conditions where the effects of surfactants and atmospheric boundary layer adjustments
are negligible, wave-current interactions are a primary source of local variations in surface
roughness. To quantify changes in surface roughness due to underlying current fields, the
^
M
SS at Bragg wavelengths is determined following the approach outlined in Rascle et al.
^
(2014). The M
SS is found by applying a relaxation approach to the wave action equation
that combines an equilibrium wave action spectrum with a current-induced wave action
^
perturbation, referred to as the wave action anomaly Ñ . The M
SS is then calculated
directly from Ñ . These steps are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
The evolution of the wave action N (x, y, kx , ky , t) is described by the wave action balance
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equation, which can be written as
∂N
∂N
∂N
∂u
∂v
+ (cgx + u)
+ (cgy + v)
− kx
+ ky
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂x

!

∂N
∂u
∂v
− kx
+ kx
∂kx
∂y
∂y

!

∂N
= Fs (N )
∂kx
(4.1)

where x = (x, y) is the horizontal position, cg = (cgx , cgy ) is the group velocity, u = (u, v)
is the current velocity, k = (kx , ky ) is the wave number vector, and Fs is the source function
(Phillips, 1984; Lyzenga & Bennett, 1988). The left side of this equation describes how the
wave action changes in time and space; the right side of the equation includes all sources
and sinks of wave action.
By assuming that the underlying current field induces only small deviations in wave action density from equilibrium, the wave action can be written as a combination of the equilibrium spectrum N0 (kx , ky ) and a small perturbation to that equilibrium, Ñ (x, y, kx , ky , t):
N (x, y, kx , ky , t) = N0 (kx , ky ) + Ñ (x, y, kx , ky , t)

(4.2)

Following the relaxation approach of Alpers & Hennings (1984), the source term Fs can be
approximated as Fs = −Ñ /τc (kx , ky ), where τc (kx , ky ) is the response time of the wave field
to changes in the underlying currents, referred to as the relaxation time. If it is assumed
that the relaxation length lr = τc |cg | is smaller than the length scale of the current, the
advection terms in equation (1) can be considered negligible. Further assuming only slowly
varying currents, the time derivative in equation (1) can also be ignored, which allows the
wave action anomaly Ñ due to the current field to be written as:
"
e (x, y, kx , ky ) = τc
N

∂u
∂v
kx
+ ky
∂x
∂x

!

∂N0
+
∂kx

∂u
∂v
kx
+ ky
∂y
∂y

!

∂N0
∂ky

#
(4.3)

(Rascle et al., 2014). When converted to polar coordinates and written in terms of the
deformation tensor (where the deformation tensor components are the divergence D =
∂u/∂x + ∂v/∂y; vorticity V = ∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y; strain St = ∂u/∂x − ∂v/∂y; and shear
Sh = ∂v/∂x + ∂u/∂y), the wave action anomaly can be written as:

e (x, y, k, φ) = τc N0 Dmk −V mφ +St [cos(2φ)mk −sin(2φ)mφ ]+Sh sin(2φ)mk +cos(2φ)mφ ]
N
2
(4.4)
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where k and φ are the wavenumber magnitude and direction, and where mk = ∂ ln No /∂ ln k
and mφ = ∂ ln N0 /∂φ (Rascle et al., 2014). Assuming that waves traveling in the wind
direction adjust more quickly to the local wind (and thus have a smaller relaxation time),
a direction-dependent τc was defined as τc (k, φ) = τ1 (k)/τ2 (φ), where
τ2 (k, φ) = max[2| cos(φ)| cos(φ), 1]

(4.5)

(Rascle et al., 2014; Kudryavtsev et al., 2005). Following Alpers (1985), the relaxation
^
^
time at the Bragg wavelength was taken as τ1 = 5 s. The total M
SS (M
SSt ) due to the
underlying current field can then be calculated from the action anomaly Ñ using:
Z Z
^
M
SSt (x, y) =
kb

φ

kb3
Ñ dφkb dk
ω

(4.6)

where kb is the Bragg wavenumber and ω is the frequency (Rascle et al., 2014). The x- and
^
y-projection of M
SSt are defined as:
Z Z
^
M
SSx (x, y) =
kb

φ

Z Z
^
M
SSy (x, y) =
kb

φ

kb3
Ñ cos2 φdφkb dk
ω

(4.7)

kb3
Ñ sin2 φdφkb dk
ω

(4.8)

(Rascle et al., 2014). Because X-band radar responds most strongly to waves traveling in
^
^
the direction of the device, the component of the M
SS in the radar look direction (M
SSr )
^
^
was also calculated and compared to the the M
SSt . M
SSr was defined as
Z Z
^
M
SSr (x, y) =
kb

φ

kb3
Ñ cos2 (φ − θr )dφkb dk
ω

(4.9)

where θr is the radar look direction.

4.2.1 Model inputs: Equilibrium spectrum N0
The equilibrium spectrum N0 was calculated in terms of the dimensionless degree of saturation B, where B = N k 4 /ρc, where c is the wave celerity and ρ is the density of water,
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following the method outlined in Lyzenga (2010). The source function included wind growth,
viscous dissipation, and nonlinear wave-wave interactions:
Fs (B) = (β − 4νk 2 )B − α0 B 3 + Fnl

(4.10)

where β is the wind growth rate, ν is the kinematic viscosity of water, α0 is a dissipation
coefficient (set to α0 = 100 in this study), and Fnl (B) is the source term for the nonlinear
wave-wave interactions. The wind input term followed the Snyder et al. (1981) wind growth
model, with
β = β0 max[

U 
x

c

cos(φ > −φw ) − 1, 0]ω

(4.11)

where β0 = 3 × 10 − 4, Uw is the wind speed, and φw is the wind direction. The nonlinear
wave-wave interaction term included both local and nonlocal interactions in wave number
space. In the absence of currents, the evolution equation for the equilibrium spectrum can
be written as:
!
" 
#


cg
cg ∂ 2 ψ
∂B
3τ k ∂ 2 ψ
2
0
3
2
2
= (β −4νk )B −α0 ωB +α1 k 2−
ψ +α1 k
+ 1− 2
(4.12)
∂t
c
c
∂2
cg ∂φ2
where α00 = α0 + α1 cg/c; α1 is a constant (set to α1 = 20 in this study); τ is the ratio of the
surface tension to the density of water; w is the logarithmic frequency; and ψ is a function
defined by
ω
ψ= 2
k

Z

w

B 3 (w0 , φ)dw0

(4.13)

0

(Lyzenga, 2010). Equation 4.12 was numerically integrated using a second-order RungeKutta method (or midpoint method). The source function was evaluated at the first time
step and a first-order solution was determined. The source function was then computed at
B1 . The mean of the two source functions was found and used to calculate the second-order
solution, B2 = B0 + F (B0 )∂t. This process was repeated until stable solution was found.
The time step used in the analysis was
∂t ≤
√

"
2∂w max

1
!2
1
∂tw

!2 #1/2
+

1
∂tφ

(4.14)
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where ∂tw =

(∂w)2
6α1 ω(cg /c)B 2

and ∂tφ =

(∂φ)2
6α1 ω(1−3τ k/c2g )B 2

and where ∂w and ∂φ are the grid

spacings in the logarithmic frequency w and the angle φ, respectively. See Lyzenga (2010)
for details on the equilibrium spectrum.
A stable solution was not found for wind speeds less than 4 m/s. In cases with Uw < 4
m/s, the equilibrium spectrum generated with Uw = 4 m/s was used.

4.2.2 Model inputs: Nearshore current fields
Time-averaged currents of the nearshore region of the US Army Corps of Engineers Field
Research Facility (USACE FRF) property in Duck, NC were simulated using the numerical
model ROMS (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005). The model was continuously run in
depth-averaged 2D mode using forcing conditions from September 9-16, 2010, and current
fields were averaged over 30-minute windows to simulate observations. The domain was set
up in the local FRF coordinate system, which has the positive x-axis pointing offshore, the
y-axis pointing 18◦ west of True North, and with the North American Vertical Datum of
1988 (NAVD88) as the vertical datum. The model domain was approximately 800 m in the
cross-shore direction (from the 10 cm contour, located around x = 100 m, to x = 900 m in
the FRF coordinate system) and 1305 m in the alongshore direction (from y = -105 m to y
= 1410 m in the FRF coordinate system). The grid resolution was 15 m in the alongshore
direction and 10 m in the cross-shore direction. The model was forced using wave spectral
predictions from the nearshore wave model SWAN. An example velocity field from 2010
Sept 12 04:15 UTC can be seen in Figure 1c.
Using the measured wind direction at each low tide (described in Section 4.3.3), the
model domain was rotated such that the wind was aligned with the x-axis, and the current
gradients in the x- and y-direction were numerically determined. The current gradients were
^
then incorporated in the wave action balance equation to calculate Ñ and M
SS (including
^
^
^
^
M
SSt , M
SSx , M
SSy , and M
SSr ).
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4.3 Experimental data
4.3.1 Radar data collection
X-band marine radar images were collected at the USACE FRF from September 7-17, 2010
as part of a pilot experiment for the Data Assimilation and Remote Sensing for Littoral
Applications (DARLA) project funded by the Office of Naval Research (Jessup et al., 2013).
The radar was installed on a 10 m tower in the northern part of the FRF property (x =
17.4 m, y = 971.4 m, and antenna elevation = 13.8 m in the FRF coordinate system).
The radar is horizontally polarized and operates at 9.45 GHz. It has a 2.74 m open array
antenna rotating at approximately 44 revolutions per minute, resulting in an image of the
ocean surface every 1.25 s (0.80 Hz imaging frequency). Seven pulses are averaged in the
azimuthal direction, resulting in an approximate azimuthal resolution of 2◦ . In the range
direction, the intrinsic resolution of the radar pulse is 12 m. However, the data acquisition
system (Imaging Science Research) internally oversamples, resulting in an image resolution
of 3 m. Additional system details can be found in Haller et al. (2014) and Catalán et al.
(2011).
Throughout the data collection period, the radar collected hourly sets of 640 images over
approximately 15-minute periods beginning at the start of each hour. The uncalibrated
intensity values were then averaged at each location over the 15-minute period (i.e. the
640 rotation image sequence), resulting in a 15-minute wave-averaged intensity image. This
process removes individual wave crests from the images, but allows for the identification
of areas of persistent backscatter increases or decreases. All images were mapped into the
FRF coordinate system. An example of a 15-minute wave-averaged intensity image can be
seen in Figure 4.1b.

4.3.2 Radar data processing
Radar backscatter intensity is a function of range, with a decrease in the mean backscatter
intensity occurring with an increase in the distance from the device. To remove this range
dependency, the mean backscatter intensity at each range was calculated and a best-fit
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curve was determining using the following function:
σr =

b0
b1 + rb2

(4.15)

where σr is the mean backscatter intensity as a function of range; bo , b1 , and b2 are the
regression parameters; and r is the range distance from the device (Lund et al., 2012).
Before finding the mean intensity, the image was cropped to remove the surf zone and the
pier to prevent an artificial increase in mean intensity closer to the device due to the high
backscatter intensity associated with the pier and breaking waves in the surf zone. Once a
best-fit curve had been found, an intensity anomaly at each location was determined that
accounted for this range fall-off using the following formulation:
˜ θ) = I(r, θ) − σr (r)
I(r,

(4.16)

where I is the raw backscatter intensity and I˜ is the intensity anomaly. In addition to
range, X-band radar backscatter intensity off of the sea surface is also a function of both
wind speed and direction. Backscatter intensity in images collected by HH-polarized Xband radars at low grazing angles have a single peak in the upwind direction (Hatten et al.,
1998; Lund et al., 2012). Although this upwind peak was distinguishable in many of the
radar images, efforts to adequately correct for this azimuthal intensity dependency using a
cosine-squared function following Lund et al. (2012) were unsuccessful. For this reason, the
azimuthal dependence was left uncorrected.

4.3.3 In situ data
In situ current measurements from an array of continuously-deployed hydrodynamic instruments maintained by the FRF were used to confirm the presence of rip currents. The array
included two Nortek Aquadopps and one acoustic wave and current profiler (Nortek AWAC)
(Mulligan et al., 2011). The Aquadopps were located at (x,y,z) = (233, 940, -3.3 m) and
(375, 939, -4.3 m) and the AWAC was located at (x,y,z) = (466, 938, -5.0 m). Each hour,
the instruments recorded vertical profiles of bidirectional currents in three 5-minute bursts,
with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The vertical profiles were averaged over the 5-minute burst,
and then vertically averaged to provide depth- and time-averaged currents at 35, 45, and
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55 minutes past the hour for each sensor. For consistency, the sensor measurements were
interpolated to the center of the radar sampling interval (7 minutes past the hour).
Wind conditions were measured at 19.4 m above mean sea level using an RM Young
marine anemometer located at the end of the FRF pier. Wind speed and direction are
found by vector averaging the data (sampled at 1 Hz) over sampling period of 10 minutes.
The anemometer is deployed and maintained as part of the normal FRF operations.

4.3.4 Roughness model-data comparison
Because the observed rip currents occurred during low tide, comparisons were made between
^
the Ie and the M
SS at time points closest to each of the 13 low tides during the period
of overlapping ROMS model simulations and radar imagery. All analyses are conducted
using radar images and velocity fields from x = 200 m - 800 m to avoid the surf zone
(where backscatter signatures from breaking waves drown signatures from surface currents).
Measured wind conditions (speed and direction) closest to the 13 low-tide radar images were
^
^
determined and used in the M
SS calculations. Comparisons between Ie and the M
SS are
shown in Section 4.4.3 and Appendix A.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Current model-data comparison
Rip current activity was observed in either the radar data or the in situ data at each of the
13 low tides during the study period. The simulated current fields generated by ROMS also
showed a persistent low-tide rip current in approximately the same location as the radar
images (Figure 5.4, Figure 4.3). However, the location of the simulated rip current appeared
to migrate slightly north during the simulation period. Figure 2 shows a time series of the
measured cross-shore velocity at the location of the inner-most Aquadopp ([x,y] = [233,
940], blue line), along with the simulated cross-shore velocity at the closest model grid cell
([x,y] = [230, 945], red line). The dot-dashed line shows the cross-shore velocity at a location
approximately 80 m north of the Aquadopp, at the same cross-shore location ([x,y] = [233,
1020]). The timing of the simulated rip currents at y = 940 m appears to generally agree
with the observed rip currents (excluding late on 11 Sept, when a rip current is visible in
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the simulated data but not in the measured data) until 14 Sept (red and blue lines, Figure
4.2). After this point, the simulated rip current is visible slightly north of the Aquadopp,
at y = 1020 m (blue and black dashed lines, Figure 4.3).
Several types of rip current morphologies were observed in the ROMS simulations. In a
few cases (often with strong southern-oriented alongshore currents), the ROMS simulation
showed the rip currents forming closed circulation cells, with an offshore-oriented flow located around x = 850-900 m, then curving south before flowing back onshore around x =
650 m (Figure 4.3a). In other cases, the ROMS simulations showed rip currents extending
several hundred meters outside of the surf zone (Figure 4.3b, 4.3c). Although the ROMS
model simulations included both wind and wave forcing conditions, other parameters known
to play an important role in inner shelf hydrodynamics (such as alongshore pressure gradients (Lentz & Fewings, 2012)) were not included in the model, limiting the model’s ability
to reproduce observed current fields outside of the surf zone. For this reason, the simulated
currents did not always agree with the observed currents outside of the surf zone, limiting
the potential surface roughness model-data comparison at those time points. Examples of
cases with good agreement (Figure 4.3a, 4.3b) and poor agreement (Figure 4.3c) between
the morphology of the simulated rip currents and observed rip currents in the radar imagery
are shown in Figure 4.3.

^
4.4.2 M
SS fields
^
4.4.2.1 M
SSt
^
^
The current-induced total M
SS (M
SSt ) were calculated using the velocity fields from
^
each low tide during the model simulation. Wind speeds used in the calculation of M
SS
ranged from 4 m/s to 11 m/s, with wind directions ranging from 52◦ to 342◦ in a Cartesian
^
coordinate system (where 0◦ is directly offshore). Spatial maps of M
SSt show a strong
^
^
positive M
SSt at the base of each rip current accompanied by a strong negative M
SSt in
locations of onshore-directed flow (four examples shown in Figure 4.4, with wind speeds
^
ranging from 4 m/s to 6 m/s. Remaining low-tide M
SSt fields are shown in Appendix A).
^
The magnitude of M
SSt was largest near the edge of the surf zone, with values dropping
off quickly offshore of approximately 150 m from the surf zone edge.
To determine which components of the deformation tensor had the largest contribution
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^
to the modeled changes in M SSt , M
SSt was recalculated using Ñ determined from each
individual component of the deformation component using the following formulations:
eD (x, y, k, φ) = τc N0 Dmk
N
2

(4.17)

eSt (x, y, k, φ) = τc N0 St [cos(2φ)mk − sin(2φ)mφ ])
N
2

(4.18)

eSh (x, y, k, φ) = τc N0 Sh [sin(2φ)mk + cos(2φ)mφ ])
N
2

(4.19)

eV (x, y, k, φ) = τc N0 − V mφ )
N
2

(4.20)

eD is the component of N
e due to divergence in the current field, N
eSt is the component
where N
eSh is the component due to shear, and N
eV is the component due to vorticity.
due to strain, N
Because τc N0 mφ and τc N0 (sin(2φ)mk + cos(2φ)mφ ) are both odd functions of φ in cases
with a symmetric wave spectrum, the integration of these components over φ is equal to
^
zero (Kudryavtsev et al., 2005). Thus, the M
SSt response to vortical and sheared currents
is also zero (Rascle et al., 2014).
^
The components of the deformation tensor and resulting M
SSt calculated from each
component of the deformation tensor are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, for
two low tides during the deployment period (2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC and 2010 Sept 13
22:45 UTC). Although the current strain in the wind direction was larger than the current
divergence for every low tide (with a maximum divergence of 0.0085 s−1 and 0.0061 s−1
versus a maximum strain of 0.0178 s−1 and 0.0122 s−1 in the examples shown in Figure
^
^
4.5), the M
SS component due to the current divergence (M
SS div ) was larger than the
^
component due to the strain in the wind direction (M
SS strain ) for every low tide (Figure
4.6). In some cases, the contribution from the current divergence and current strain at
a single location had opposite signs (Figure 4.6e versus Figure 4.6f, x ≈ 220, y ≈ 900).
^
^
The maximum value of M
SS div tended to be comparable to the maximum M
SSt for each
^
^
simulation (with the maximum(M
SS div )/maximum(M
SSt ) for each low tide ranging from
^
0.67 to 0.99), whereas the maximum value of M
SS strain was significantly smaller (with the
^
^
maximum(M SS strain )/maximum(M SSt ) for each low tide ranging from 0.10 to 0.33). The
^
current shear and vorticity had no contribution to the M
SSt , as expected (Figure 4.6c,g
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and Figure 4.6d,h, respectively).

^
4.4.2.2 M
SS projections
Because X-band radar backscatter levels are a function of the direction of wave propagation
(with the largest backscatter levels resulting from waves propagating in the direction of the
radar), it is expected that the changes in backscatter will not be equal for all components
^
^
of M
SS. To determine whether the M
SS projections in different directions are substan^
^
tially different than the total M SSt for these current fields and wave conditions, the M
SS
^
^
projections in the x-direction (M
SSx ), y-direction (M
SSy ), and the radar look direction
^
^
(M SSr ) were determined and compared to M SSt .
^
^
Two examples of the resulting M
SS projections are shown in Figure 4.7 (with M
SSt
^
^
^
shown in panels a,d; M
SSx shown in the panels b,f; M
SSy shown in panels c,g; and M
SSr
^
shown in panels d, h). The magnitude of M
SSt at the base of the rip current was larger
^
^
^
than the M
SS projections. However, in the M
SS projections, non-negligible M
SS values
^
^
extended significantly farther offshore than M
SSt . The sign of the M
SS away from the
^
rip current base (x > 300 m) varied between the projections, with negative M
SSx due
^
to the rip current flow farther offshore in both examples. Only M SSr had positive M SS
anomalies that extended continuously from the base of the rip current offshore, consistent
with the observed changes in backscatter intensity patterns (discussed in Section 4.4.3).
^
The remaining M
SSr projections are shown in Appendix A.
^
^
^
^
Unlike in the calculations of M
SSt , M
SSx , and M
SSy , the calculation of M
SSr (Equation 4.9) includes a spatially-varying θr (x, y) term within the function Ñ cos2 (φ − θr ) and
^
thus an integrand that is no longer odd in φ at every location. For this reason, the M
SSr
^
response to vortical and sheared currents is non-zero. Figure 4.8 shows the M
SSr calculated
from each component of the deformation tensor using the same two low-tide velocity fields
^
^
shown in Figure 4.5 - Figure 4.7. Unlike M
SSt , the components of the M
SSr calculated
from the current strain and shear are comparable in magnitude to the component calculated
from the current divergence (Figure 4.8). The vorticity in the current field was still found
to play only a minor role (Figure 4.8d,h).
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4.4.3 Comparison to I˜
^
Current-induced M
SSr were compared to I˜ for each of the 13 low tides during the ROMS
simulation period. Rip currents were visible in 12 of the 13 radar images closest to low
tide. Past work has shown that an offshore-oriented wind stress prevents the imaging of
rip currents in X-band radar (Haller et al., 2014), which explains the lack of a visible rip at
one of the low tide time points (2010 Sept 14, 09:59 UTC, Appendix A Figure A.7). Rip
current activity was observed in the in situ sensors at this time (Figure 4.2).
^
^
Figure 4.9 shows the modeled M
SSt (bottom panels), M
SSr (middle panels), and ob˜
served I (top panels) for four low tides during the study period (with the remaining com˜ showed the
parisons shown in Appendix A). Although the backscatter anomaly maps (I)
largest change in backscatter intensity at the base of the rip current (Figure 4.9, top panels),
intensity increases were observed well outside of the surf zone (extending to x > 400 m,
^
Figure 4.9d). The M
SSt maps show a large positive anomaly at the base of the rip current,
but the anomalies did not extend far outside of the surf zone (Figure 4.9, bottom panels).
^
M
SSr also showed large positive anomalies at the base of the rip current, but extended
farther offshore, consistent with the observed rip currents. Although in a few cases the
^
negative M
SSr anomaly appeared to correspond to areas of low I˜ (Figure 4.2d, north of
rip current), the increase in backscatter intensity due to the rip current was the dominant
signal in the radar images in every case. As expected, I˜ shows a strong wind-dependence,
with high I˜ in the direction of the wind and lower I˜ in other directions. This wind-driven I˜
is at times as significant as parts of the rip-induced I˜ (Figure A.9), limiting the comparison
˜ Future work will focus on modeling the intensity dependency on
^
between the M
SSr and I.
wind direction and removing it from the image to isolate the rip current signature.

4.4.4 Depth-averaged versus surface currents
The ROMS simulations used in this study were averaged over the entire water column.
However, only the surface current fields will directly interact with the surface waves and
thus affect surface roughness. In cases with a strong depth-dependence in the velocity field,
the use of depth-averaged currents in the place of surface currents could give markedly
^
different M
SSr results. In order to determine whether the use of depth-averaged currents
^
is adequate in this context, the M
SSr calculated using surface current fields were compared
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^
to the M
SSr calculated using the depth-averaged current fields from two points within the
deployment period (2010 Sept 13 12:00 and 2010 Sept 13 21:00 UTC) (Figure 4.10). The
three-dimensional currents were generated using the same model set-up and input conditions
^
as the depth-averaged currents. The resulting M
SSr fields have very similar spatial patterns
but differ slightly in magnitude (Figure 4.10a versus Figure 4.10b and Figure 4.10c versus
Figure 4.10d). Thus, it is not thought that the use of depth-averaged currents in this
analysis meaningfully influenced the results.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Recent work by Rascle et al. (2014) suggested that the current-induced changes in the M SS
of the water surface are directly related to backscatter intensity levels for some remote
sensors. This hypothesis was tested in the present study for the case of rip currents imaged
using X-band marine radar operating at low grazing angles. Changes in the M SS of the
water surface at the Bragg wavelength were modeled using a relaxation approach to the
wave action spectrum that defines the wave action as a linear combination of an equilibrium
wave action spectrum and a current-induced wave action perturbation. A series of low-tide
rip currents at the USACE FRF were simulated using the numerical model ROMS over a
7-day period in September 2010 and the simulated velocity fields were used to determine
^
the current-induced changes in M SS. The total change in M SS (M
SSt ) as well as the
^
^
M
SS projection in the radar look direction (M
SSr ) were calculated at each low tide and
compared to the current-induced changes in backscatter intensity in temporally and spatially
concurrent X-band marine radar images.
Results show that simulated rip current fields induced increases in both M SSt as well
^
as M SSr at the base of the rip current. However, only M
SSr showed rip-induced positive
anomalies farther offshore that were consistent with the morphology and extent of the
˜ observed in radar images. The modeled M
^
positive intensity anomalies (I)
SSr induced by
simulated rip currents were qualitatively consistent with the observed I˜ in cases where the
simulated velocity fields appeared to agree with the observed rip currents. The magnitude
^
and spatial patterns of M
SSt were found to be primarily controlled by the divergence in the
^
current field (Figure 4.6). However, this was not found to be true for M
SSr , which was also
strongly influenced by both the current shear and strain in the wind direction (Figure 4.8).
^
^
The visible differences between M
SSt and M
SSr and the improved model-data agreement
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^
with M
SSr demonstrate that the radar sensitivity to the direction of wave propagation is
^
significant, and suggest that the M
SS projection in the radar look direction is the most
^
appropriate M
SS component in comparisons with X-band backscatter images collected at
low grazing angles. These results also suggest that a given current field could result in very
different backscatter signatures in remote sensors depending on the degree of sensitivity to
the direction of wave propagation.
˜ However, the spatial
^
Overall, the positive M
SSr fields look qualitatively similar to I.
^
maps of M
SSr show areas with negative anomalies that are of the same order of magnitude
as the positive anomalies. These negative anomalies were not observed to the same degree
in the intensity images, where the positive I˜ is significantly larger in magnitude than the
˜ There are several backscatter mechanisms that are not included in this analysis,
negative I.
most notably short wave breaking that may be occurring due to interactions between the
surface waves and the underlying current field. It is possible that this short wave breaking
is significantly increasing the positive intensity anomalies relative to the negative anomalies, which could partially account for the discrepancy observed here. Incorporating wave
breaking in the roughness model is a future research direction.
Acknowledgements: We thank Rebecca Kloster for her work developing the initial
version of the surface roughness model, and David Lyzenga for his input and discussion of
radar backscatter mechanisms.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Measured bathymetry at the FRF field site from 2010 Sept 06; (b) an example
time-averaged X-band radar image from 2010 Sept 12 09:00 UTC; and (c) 30-minute ROMS
currents from 2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC.

Figure 4.2: Cross-shore velocity u at the location of Aquadopp 1 measured by the Aquadopp
(blue line), simulated by ROMS at the closest grid cell (red line), and simulated by ROMS
at an alongshore location 80 m north of the Aquadopp location (black dot-dashed line).
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Figure 4.3: Examples of radar images (top panels) and the corresponding ROMS simulated
cross-shore velocities (bottom panel) from (a),(d) 2010 Sept 09 19:00, (b),(e) 2010 Sept
12 10:00, and (c),(f) 2010 Sept 10 05:00 UTC. The right panel shows an example of poor
agreement between the radar imagery and simulated currents outside of the surf zone.
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^
Figure 4.4: M
SSt for four example low tides during the deployment period, from (a) 2010
Sept 10 19:45 UTC, (b) 2010 Sept 15 10:45 UTC, (c) 2010 Sept 13 22:45 UTC, and (d)
2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC.
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Figure 4.5: The current (a),(e) divergence; (b),(f) strain; (c),(g) shear; and (d),(h) vorticity
calculated from the low-tide current fields on 2010 Sept 13 22:45 UTC (bottom) and 2010
Sept 12 08:45 UTC (top).
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^
Figure 4.6: M
SSt contributions from the (a),(e) divergence; (b),(f) strain; (c),(g) shear;
and (d),(h) vorticity of the low-tide current fields on 2010 Sept 13 22:45 UTC (bottom) and
2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC (top).
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^
^
^
^
Figure 4.7: (a),(e) M
SSt ; (b),(f) M
SSx ; and (c),(g) M
SSy ; and (d),(h) M
SSr from 2010
Sept 12 08:45 UTC (top panels) and 2010 Sept 13 22:00 UTC (bottom panels)
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^
Figure 4.8: M
SSr contributions from the (a),(e) divergence; b),(f) strain; (c),(g) shear; and
(d),(h) vorticity of the low-tide current fields on 2010 Sept 13 22:45 UTC (bottom panels)
and 2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC (top panels).
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^
^
Figure 4.9: Intensity anomalies I˜ (top panels), M
SSt (middle panels), and M
SSr (bottom panels) from (a),(e),(i) 2010 Sept 10 19:45 UTC; (b),(f),(j) 2010 Sept 15 10:45 UTC;
(c),(g)(k) 2010 Sept 13 22:45 UTC; and (d),(h),(l) 2010 Sept 12 08:45 UTC.
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Figure 4.10: M SSr from two time points (2010 Sept 13 12:00 UTC and 2010 Sept 13 21:00
UTC) calculated using (a),(c) surface currents and (b),(d) depth-averaged currents.
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Chapter 5: Simulations of the surf-zone eddy field and cross-shore
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ABSTRACT: X-band radar observations from the 2017 Inner Shelf Dynamics DRI
(ISDRI) field experiment show both transient and morphologic rip current events on a relatively straight section of coastline with alongshore varying bathymetry. Although several
past studies have assessed transient rip dynamics on alongshore uniform beaches, the conditions leading to transient rip current activity on alongshore variable beaches are still poorly
understood. Here, a phase-resolving nonlinear wave model (funwaveC) is used to assess the
relative importance of morphologic rip currents and transient eddy generation in surf zone
exchange on an alongshore variable beach. Representative wave conditions (wave height
and directional spread) and alongshore variable bathymetry are developed from the ISDRI
observations and are used in model simulations. In order to separate the role of bathymetry
versus transient eddy generation, simulations with an alongshore uniform bathymetry are
also conducted for each set of wave conditions. The relative contributions of directional
spread versus bathymetry are determined by comparing the alongshore- and time-averaged
total, standing, and transient kinetic energy and enstrophy in different conditions. Results
show that an irregular bathymetry significantly enhances the alongshore- and time-averaged
total kinetic energy, but that this increase is primarily due to the increase in standing kinetic energy due to the mean circulation patterns, with only small changes seen in transient
kinetic energy. The underlying bathymetry had a smaller impact on the alongshore- and
time-averaged total enstrophy, which was instead controlled primarily by the directional
spread of the incident wave field. Alongshore vorticity wavenumber spectra show that the
underlying bathymetry plays a large role in controlling surf zone vorticity at large spatial scales, but had no impact at smaller spatial scales, which were instead controlled by
directional spread.

5.1 Introduction
The nearshore ocean spans the cross-shore region from the shoreline through the surf zone
out to the inner shelf (around the 30 m contour) and is characterized dynamically by the
importance of waves and wave-driven flows. Recent work indicates that exchange between
surf zone and inner shelf is predominantly due to transient and morphologic rip currents
(Brown et al., 2015; Hally-Rosendahl & Feddersen, 2016), offshore-oriented flows generated
in the surf zone that extend out beyond the breaker line. Quantifying the hydrodynamic
processes controlling surf-zone mixing and cross-shore exchange via rip currents in different
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environmental conditions is necessary in order to predict the movement and dispersal of
biological, chemical, and other types of tracers, which has implications for both nearshore
ecology (Rilov et al., 2008; Shanks et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2018) as well as human health
(Feng et al., 2016).
Past studies have linked nearshore tracer dispersion and transport to the production
and advection of horizontal eddies generated in the surf zone (i.e., vertical vorticity), which
can vary substantially depending on forcing conditions and beach morphology (Spydell &
Feddersen, 2009; Reniers et al., 2009; MacMahan et al., 2010b; Clark et al., 2010, 2012).
These vortical motions are primarily generated through the alongshore variability in wave
breaking, which can be caused by an underlying alongshore variable bathymetry (Bowen,
1969; Bühler, 2000; Bruneau et al., 2011), a short-crested wave field due to directional
spreading (Peregrine, 1998; Johnson & Pattiaratchi, 2004b; Feddersen, 2014), or wave groups
(Reniers et al., 2004; Long & Özkan-Haller, 2009). Surf-zone eddies can additionally be
generated through shear instabilities in the alongshore current (Slinn et al., 1998; ÖzkanHaller & Kirby, 1999).
The presence of alongshore bathymetric variability can lead to reoccurring alongshore
differences in wave height and wave breaking, resulting in persistent, bathymetricallyinduced vorticity generation and the formation of morphologic rip currents (Bowen, 1969).
Because their generation is inherently tied to the underlying bathymetry, morphologic rip
currents are often stationary on wave timescales and can reoccur at the same location over
days or weeks. Observations have shown that the offshore-directed flows in rip channels
are often coupled with onshore-directed flows elsewhere, thus forming fixed, large-scale
surf-zone eddies or rip current recirculation cells (MacMahan et al., 2005), which can concentrate surf-zone tracers and limit offshore transport (MacMahan et al., 2010b). Although
these rip currents are fixed to the underlying bathymetry, many studies have shown that rip
current flow fields pulsate or oscillate at both infragravity (IG) (0.004 < f < 0.03 Hz) and
very-low frequencies (VLF) (0.001 < f < 0.004 Hz) (Sonu, 1972; Brander & Short, 2001;
Haller & Dalrymple, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2004, 2006). These pulsations are thought to
be a primary mechanism for cross-shore exchange (Smith & Largier, 1995; Reniers et al.,
2009; MacMahan et al., 2010b). Modeling studies have shown that rip currents and rip
current cells oscillate in the VLF band even in conditions without temporal or spatial modulation of the wave field (i.e., monochromatic waves) due to eddy shedding and offshore
ejection, with the energy and period of the unforced oscillatory VLF motion related to the
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incident wave conditions and the degree of alongshore bathymetric variability (Haller &
Dalrymple, 2001; Geiman & Kirby, 2013; Uchiyama et al., 2017; Akan et al., 2020).
Unlike variability in wave breaking induced by bathymetry, short-crested wave breaking
due to wave directional spreading and/or the presence of wave groups is a purely hydrodynamic source of alongshore forcing variability, and thus can occur even on alongshore
uniform beaches. Although the dominant length scales of vorticity injection due to wave
breaking have been shown to be small (O(10m)) on alongshore uniform beaches, these
small-scale eddies are hypothesized to coalesce and form larger eddies through nonlinear
interactions, generating vortical motions in the surf zone over a wide range of spatial scales
(Feddersen, 2014). After coalescence, these horizontal surf-zone eddies are eventually ejected
offshore as transient rip currents (Peregrine, 1998; Johnson & Pattiaratchi, 2006; Spydell &
Feddersen, 2009; Clark et al., 2012; Feddersen, 2014). Because eddy generation and resulting rip formation are not associated with morphology on alongshore uniform bathymetries,
transient rips form at unpredictable locations, are generally brief in duration (2-5 minutes),
and can migrate with an alongshore current (Castelle et al., 2016). Past modeling studies
have shown that surf-zone dispersion (Spydell & Feddersen, 2009) and cross-shore exchange
via transient rip currents (Suanda & Feddersen, 2015) are both strongly correlated with
wave directional spreading on uniform beaches. Cross-shore exchange from transient rips
was also found to be weakly dependent on wave steepness at the breakpoint (Suanda &
Feddersen, 2015).
There is a well-documented history of rip current field studies (e.g., Shepard & Inman,
1950; Sonu, 1972; Aagaard et al., 1997; Brander, 1999; Schmidt et al., 2003b; Johnson &
Pattiaratchi, 2004b; MacMahan et al., 2005, 2010b; Winter et al., 2014; Castelle et al., 2016);
however, fully capturing and characterizing the range of rip current behaviors using in situ
sensors or lagrangian drifters is difficult logistically. Shore-based X-band radar provides
additional synoptic information on rip behavior. Rip currents and other hydrodynamic features are visible in X-band radar due to changes in surface roughness (and often short-scale
wave breaking) resulting from interactions between short surface waves and the underlying
current field, which generates distinct regions of increased or decreased backscatter in radar
images (Lyzenga, 1991; Kudryavtsev et al., 2005; Plant et al., 2010b). These images thus
illustrate the underlying current field and can be used to address questions related to the
frequency, evolution, and spatial extent of rip current systems (Haller et al., 2014).
Recent X-band radar observations collected on the Central California coast showed
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an active and extensive rip current field on an approximately 20 km stretch of relatively
straight coastline. Analyses of persistent patterns in the time-averaged radar intensity
images indicate that the surf-zone bathymetry contained significant alongshore variability,
and many of the observed rip current events appeared to be bathymetrically-controlled.
However, some of the observed features had characteristics that can be linked to transient
rip currents, appearing only briefly or seeming to propagate with the alongshore current.
Overall, these observations suggest that both transient and morphologic rip current events
were occurring on the same alongshore variable beach under different conditions. Although
several past studies have assessed transient rip dynamics on alongshore uniform beaches
(Johnson & Pattiaratchi, 2006; Suanda & Feddersen, 2015; Hally-Rosendahl & Feddersen,
2016; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b,a), the conditions leading to transient rip current activity
on alongshore variable beaches are still poorly understood.
In this study, the hydrodynamic model funwaveC is used to assess vorticity dynamics
and rip current behavior on an alongshore variable beach under a range of wave conditions.
The primary objectives of the study are to investigate how the underlying bathymetry and
incident wave conditions influence the total and transient velocity and vorticity dynamics
in surf zone, and to quantify the resulting changes in cross-shore exchange between the surf
zone and inner shelf.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 5.2.1, the available in situ hydrodynamic
observations as well as the radar observations that motivated this model study are presented. In section 5.2.2, the model setup is described, including the model background, the
bathymetry used in model simulations, and the simulated incident wave conditions. Analyses of the simulated mean velocity field are presented in section 5.3.1, followed in section
5.3.2 with the analyses of rotational motions in the surf zone. In section 5.3.4 and 5.3.5,
the spatial scales of surf zone vorticity and vorticity generation are assessed. The principal
findings and conclusions are discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.5.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 ISDRI observations
X-band radar images were collected as part of the Inner Shelf DRI (ISDRI), a multiinstitution field and modeling experiment centered around the Point Sal region in Cen-
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tral California (Lerczak et al., 2019). The radar was mounted on a 33-m telescoping
tower attached to a mobile trailer and deployed at the Guadalupe Restoration Project
near Guadalupe Dunes State Park. The Guadalupe Dunes area includes an approximately
20 km stretch of relatively straight coastline with an alongshore variable bathymetry and
frequent rip current activity. The radar was located onshore of several in situ sensor arrays (primarily temperature and velocity sensors) and a few wave buoys deployed by ISDRI
collaborators. The radar specifications and further details on deployment are described in
Haller et al. (2019).
The radar was deployed for approximately 8 weeks, from 1 Sept 2017 to 26 Oct 2017.
During each rotation of the antenna the radar collects a backscatter image of the ocean
surface with a resolution of 3-m in range and 0.5 degrees in azimuth. The spin rate is 44
rotations per minute on average, thus sampling the surface approximately every 1.36 s (0.73
Hz). Image sequences are averaged over 64-rotation collection windows in order to filter
out the incident wave field and identify regions of persistent high or low backscatter, which
are often indicative of surface current convergences such as those caused by rip currents.
Figure 5.1 includes two example time-averaged radar images from the ISDRI, with one
image showing a series of rip currents along the coast (Figure 5.1a) and a second zoomed-in
image showing three rips including a relatively larger one at approximate y = 600 m (Figure
5.1b).
Wave conditions during the deployment period were measured using a series of Spoondrift Spotter wave buoys (Raghukumar et al., 2017) deployed along the coastline, which
provide estimates of bulk parameters, frequency spectra, and directional spread. The closest buoy was located approximately 3 km from the radar in around 20-m water depth.
Measured significant wave heights Hs ranged from approximately 0.5 to 3.5 m (Figure
5.2a), and measured peak periods Tp ranged from 4 to 21 s (Figure 5.2b). Waves arrived
predominantly from the northwest, with rare conditions arriving from the southwest (Figure
5.2c).
Rip currents were observed in the radar footprint nearly every day of the deployment
period (Figure 5.2e, red lines). Rips were visible at all phases of the tide and in a range of
incident wave conditions. Many of the observed rip currents were visible in the imagery for
several hours at a time, with three events with visible rip currents somewhere in the domain
exceeding 36 hours. The majority of identified rip currents extended 1-2 surf-zone widths
beyond the surf-zone edge. However, some rip currents extended well beyond this, with
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the largest visible rip current extending approximately 850 m outside of the approximately
200-m-wide surf zone (Figure 5.1b).
The rip current intensity patterns are most easily identified just offshore of the surf zone
where wave breaking is not dominant. Because wave breaking results in elevated backscatter
levels in intensity images, the outer edge of the surf zone is identifiable in backscatter images
as the location of a sharp increase in backscatter intensity (see example radar images in
Figures 5.1, 5.3b, 5.4b). To find the surf-zone edge, the location of the maximum gradient
was determined at each alongshore location in time-averaged (10 minute) intensity images.
For certain transects the maximum gradients occurred at the wrong location, due to ships or
other features on the water, so the maximum gradient line was smoothed in the alongshore
to remove outliers. Once the alongshore-varying cross-shore edge of the surf zone was
identified, an alongshore intensity transect was extracted at a distance 100 m offshore
of the surf zone. The alongshore mean intensity was then subtracted from the intensity
transects to generate transects of intensity anomalies. These anomaly transects were then
averaged over 10 days to find areas of persistent high backscatter outside of the surf zone,
which are indicative of morphologic rip currents. The mean intensity anomaly transect from
October 1-10 can be seen in Figure 5.3a, along with a 64-rotation time-averaged radar image
from October 4 at 03:35 UTC (Figure 5.3b). The anomaly transect shows three defined
peaks which correspond to the locations of three persistent rip currents (Figure 5.3b). This
analyses demonstrates that many of the rip currents observed during this time period were
reoccurring at a fixed location and thus morphologically-controlled. These morphologic rips
were continuously visible for hours at a time while conditions were conducive to rip activity.
Some of the rip currents observed in the time series of radar images were qualitatively
different in appearance from these morphologic rips. These rips tended to be more episodic,
and at times appeared to advect with the alongshore current.

These more transient-

appearing rip currents tended to be much briefer in duration, lasting only a few to tens
of minutes. Clear trends in the wave conditions associated with these more transientappearing rips were not evident. Numerical simulations were employed to further assess
transient and morphologic velocity and vorticity dynamics and the conditions leading to
bathymetric and transient rip currents on an alongshore variable bathymetry similar to the
observation site.
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5.2.2 funwaveC model
5.2.2.1 Model set-up
The phase-resolving Boussinesq wave model funwaveC (similar to FUNWAVE, Chen et al.
(2000); Kennedy et al. (2000)) was used in all model simulations. funwaveC has been
used extensively to analyze surf-zone eddy dynamics and their role in tracer dispersion and
transport (Spydell & Feddersen, 2009; Feddersen et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011; Feddersen,
2014). It has also been used to characterize transient rip current behavior in different wave
conditions (Suanda & Feddersen, 2015), and the effects of transient rips on an unstratified
(Kumar & Feddersen, 2017a) and stratified (Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b) inner shelf. The
equations that the model is based on are similar to the nonlinear shallow water equations
with the addition of higher-order dispersive terms. The main features of the model are
summarized in Appendix B. Full model details are presented in Spydell & Feddersen (2009)
and Feddersen et al. (2011).
In this study, funwaveC is used to simulate nearshore current and vorticity fields in a
range of incident wave conditions and two different bathymetries. Incident wave conditions
were selected to be representative of those observed during the ISDRI field experiment
(Figure 5.2) and are summarized in Table 1. Waves are generated by a source function
wavemaker (Wei et al., 1999; Suanda et al., 2016) located 187.5 m from the offshore edge
of the model domain. The wavemaker generates random, directionally-spread PiersonMoskowitz frequency spectra with shore-normal mean wave directions. Simulations were
run with five regularly spaced γ values (γ = Hs /h, where h the depth a fixed location in
the domain) with h varying with two tidal levels (MLW and MSL). Four Hs values were
used in the simulations ranging from 1.8 m to 3.5 m along with three directional spread (σ)
values (0◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ ) for a total of 12 sets of wave conditions. Model simulations were
conducted with each set of wave conditions on both an alongshore variable and an alongshore
uniform bathymetry except conditions with σ = 0◦ , which were only simulated on a variable
bathymetry. Simulations with an alongshore uniform bathymetry with normally-incident
waves and no directional spreading (σ = 0◦ ) would result in an alongshore uniform wave
field and thus no vorticity generation (Spydell & Feddersen, 2009). All simulations were run
with Tp = 10 s, which was close to the mean measured Tp of 10.4 s during the deployment
period. Each simulation was run for 10000 seconds and model variables were output at 1
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Hz. Output variables include the alongshore velocity v, cross-shore velocity u, water surface
elevation η, and breaking eddy viscosity νbr . The model reaches a dynamic steady state
after approximately one hour of simulation time (cold start). All analyses are derived from
the final 6400 s of the simulations to remove model spin-up time.

5.2.2.2 Model bathymetry
A comprehensive, recent bathymetric survey was not available for the Guadalupe Dunes field
site. The most recent available data for the site included lidar-derived topographic data
from 2016 (Dewberry, 2016) and bathymetric-topographic data from 2015 (OCMPartners,
2019), along with a 2011 DEM generated from combined lidar-survey data (Friday et al.,
2011), all available through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Because surf zone bathymetry is dynamic and evolves rapidly due to breaking waves and the
resulting water circulation, these surf-zone bathymetry estimates from prior years may be
significantly different from the bathymetry during the field deployment. In order to estimate
a bathymetry that better represents the beach state during the ISDRI field campaign, the
raw (i.e., not time averaged) radar intensity image sequences from the Guadalupe Dunes
radar were used as input to the bathymetric inversion algorithm cBathy (Holman et al.,
2013; Honegger et al., 2019a). The cBathy algorithm first calculates a map of wavenumbers
of the most coherent wave frequencies using cross-spectral phases derived from the image
time series, and then estimates depth from a nonlinear least squares fit to the linear wave
dispersion relation (Plant et al., 2008). Bathymetry estimates are then Kalman filtered
through time at each estimate location. The cBathy algorithm was applied to the longer 11or 17-minute collections (one to three per hour) from 2017 Oct 1 - 7. Depth estimates were
made over a 2 km stretch of coast at a 25-m cross-shore resolution and 50-m alongshore
resolution. The quality of depth estimates from cBathy degrades significantly in water
depths less than approximately 2 m (Honegger et al., 2019a). In order to tie the depth
estimates to the shoreline, the approximate high tide water line was manually extracted
from the radar imagery for every tidal cycle over a five-day period and averaged, and this
was assumed to correspond to 0 m MHW. The depths from the shallow end of the cBathy
estimate to the 0 m MHW line were interpolated using a shape-preserving piecewise cubic
interpolation method at each cross-shore location. The bathymetry was then smoothed in
the alongshore using a loess filter with a 100 m window. The resulting ISDRI bathymetry
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estimate was compared to the most recent measured bathymetry (from 2011, 2015, and
2016) to verify general trends (cross-shore transects shown in Figure 5.4c). The alongshore
variable bathymetry is shown in Figure 5.4a, along with a time-averaged radar image from
the same time period in Figure 5.4b. Depth contours at 0.50-m intervals are overlaid.
For use in the funwaveC simulations, the ISDRI bathymetry estimate was interpolated
onto a grid with ∆x = 1.25 m and ∆y = 1.33 m. The domain spanned 2 km in the alongshore
and 1435 m in the cross-shore. In simulations with Hs = 3.5 m, the cross-shore extent of
the domain was extended by 250 m to 1685 m. In the offshore portion of the domain the
water depth was a constant h = 14 m to create an offshore shelf where the wavemaker was
located. A hyperbolic tangent function was applied to the bathymetry at the alongshore
ends to support the periodic boundary conditions on the velocity fields. A 5-m sponge layer
was applied at the onshore boundary and a 75-m sponge layer at the offshore boundary to
absorb onshore and offshore wave energy, respectively. The resulting bathymetry was used
as the alongshore variable bathymetry in all model simulations. For comparison, simulations
were conducted using both the alongshore variable bathymetry and an alongshore uniform
bathymetry, where the latter was created by averaging the bathymetry in the alongshore
direction.
The alongshore variability in the model bathymetry was quantified using both a bulk
alongshore non-uniformity metric χ2 as well as the alongshore depth-normalized variance
γ 2 , following Ruessink et al. (2001) and Feddersen & Guza (2003). χ2 is defined as:
1
χ =
Lx Ly
2
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Lx
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0
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h(x,y) − hh(x)i
hh(x)i
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(5.1)

where Ly is the alongshore domain length, Lx is the cross-shore extent included in the integration, h is the water depth, and the angled brackets indicate an alongshore average. In
order to compare to past work, the domain was integrated from the 1.22 m depth contour
to the 3.86 m depth contour in the cross-shore (following the cross-shore domain extent included in χ2 estimates presented in Feddersen & Guza (2003)). The mean depth normalized
variance γ 2 is defined as
1
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The spatial scales of variability across the surf zone were further quantified through
Fourier analyses conducted using alongshore bathymetry transects at each cross-shore location. Each alongshore transect spans 2 km at 1.33 m resolution (N = 1501). The transects
were linearly interpolated to a 1.955 m resolution, resulting in N = 1024. The resulting
bathymetry spectrogram is shown in Figure 5.5a, along with cross-shore transects of γ 2
(Figure 5.5b), and the alongshore mean and standard deviation of the bathymetry (Figure
5.5c).

5.2.3 Analyses of surf-zone vorticity and cross-shore exchange
Rotational motions (such as surf-zone eddies) result in non-zero vorticity ω, defined for a
2-dimensional flow as ω = −du/dy + dv/dx, and enstrophy Z, defined as Z = 21 ω 2 (Zhao
et al., 2003; Long & Özkan-Haller, 2009). The role of incident wave forcing conditions and
the underlying bathymetry in the generation of surf-zone eddies and cross-shore exchange
due to rip currents were further examined through several analyses of surf-zone vorticity,
enstrophy, and kinetic energy, along with analyses of the spatial scales of vorticity and
vorticity generation due to wave breaking. Details of each analysis are provided in the
following paragraphs.

5.2.3.1 Irrotational and rotational velocity decomposition
The modeled horizontal velocities contain both irrotational (e.g., wave) as well as rotational
(e.g., eddy and rip current) motions. In order to quantify how incident conditions and
bathymetries influence surfzone eddies and rip current dynamics, the velocity field was
decomposed into the two components following Spydell & Feddersen (2009) and analyses
were conducted using the rotational component of the velocity field. In order to decompose
the velocity field into the two components, the flow field is written as a linear combination
of the irrotational velocity field (defined as the gradient of the velocity potential φ) and the
rotational velocity field (defined as the curl of the stream function ψ):
u = uφ + uψ = ∇φ + ∇ × ψ

(5.3)
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(Spydell & Feddersen, 2009). The parameters φ and ψ are then estimated at each time step
and used to determine the rotational and irrotational components of the flow field. Further
details of the velocity decomposition method can be found in Spydell & Feddersen (2009).

5.2.3.2 Total, standing, and transient vorticity and enstrophy
In order to quantify the total and transient vorticity activity in each simulation, the vorticity
field ω was written as a combination of the time-averaged and perturbation vorticity, ω =
ω+ω 0 , where an overbar indicates a time mean and a prime indicates a perturbation from the
mean. Following Akan et al. (2020), ω was further decomposed into an alongshore-averaged
component hωi and a perturbation from the alongshore average, ω s (where ω s = ω − hωi).
The total vorticity field can thus be written as
ω = hωi + ω s + ω 0

(5.4)

where the first term on the right-hand side represents the alongshore- and time-averaged
vorticity component, the second term represents the perturbation from the alongshoreaveraged (or standing) vorticity component, and the third term represents the perturbation
from the time-averaged (or transient) vorticity component. The time- and alongshoreaveraged enstrophy hZi is thus:
1
1
1
hZi = hωi2 + hω s2 i + hω 02 i
2
2
2

(5.5)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the enstrophy component generated by the
alongshore- and time-averaged hωi, the second term is the standing enstrophy component
s

hZ i, and the third term is the transient enstrophy component hZ0 i. This decomposition
allows for the quantification and comparison of the standing and transient vorticity and
enstrophy fields across simulations with different input conditions and on different bathymetries.

5.2.3.3 Total, standing, and transient kinetic energy
The rotational velocity field was used to calculate the kinetic energy KE for each simulation,
defined as KE = (u2ψ + vψ2 )/2. Similar to the surf-zone enstrophy, the alongshore and
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time-averaged kinetic energy hKEi was decomposed into a mean, standing, and transient
component:
1
1
1
+ vψ02 i
hKEi = (huψ i2 + hvψ i2 ) + huψ s2 + vψ s2 i + hu02
2
2
2 ψ

(5.6)

where the alongshore-averaged standing and transient components together comprise the
s

along-shore averaged eddy kinetic energy hEKEi (Akan et al., 2020), denoted as hEKE i
s

and hEKE0 i, respectively. The total hKEi, hEKE i, and hEKE0 i were calculated for each
simulation.

5.2.3.4 Magnitude of rotation motions
Using the rotational velocity field uψ , vψ , the magnitude of rotational motions q was calculated, with
"Z

f2

q(x, y) =

h

i
Suψ (f ) + Svψ (f ) df

#1/2
(5.7)

f1

where Suψ is the cross-shore rotational velocity spectrum and Svψ is the alongshore rotational velocity spectrum calculated at each location (Lippmann et al., 1999). Rotational
motions in different frequency bands have been correlated with surf-zone dispersion and
cross-shore transport from the surf zone onto the inner shelf (Reniers et al., 2009; Clark
et al., 2010). In order to differentiate between rotational motion at IG and VLF time scales,
q was integrated over the VLF frequency band (0.001 < f < 0.004 Hz) as well as over the
IG band (0.004 < f < 0.03 Hz) to generate qV LF and qIG , respectively.

5.2.3.5 Exchange velocities
The rip current exchange velocity Uex was calculated using the rotational velocity field for
each simulation following Suanda & Feddersen (2015). Uex was defined as
1
Uex (x) =
Ly

Z

u−
ψ (x, y, t)dy

(5.8)

where Ly is the alongshore domain length and u−
ψ is the offshore-directed rotational velocity.
The exchange velocity is thus a measure of the time- and alongshore-averaged offshore
component of the rotational flow. To determine the quantity of transient or oscillatory rip
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current behavior in each simulation, u−
ψ was written as a combination of the time mean and
0 was calculated from
transient velocity, uψ = uψ + u0ψ , and a transient exchange velocity Uex

the u0ψ . This decomposition removes standing rip current structures, thus allowing for a
quantification of the time- and alongshore-averaged transient offshore flow.

5.2.3.6 Alongshore vorticity wavenumber spectra
The alongshore length scales of surf-zone vorticity in different incident wave conditions
and on different bathymetries were analyzed through comparisons of alongshore vorticity
wavenumber spectra Sω (ky ). Spectra were computed using alongshore transects extracted
at 10 cross-shore locations from the edge of the surf zone to the 0.5 m depth contour. The
edge of the surf zone was defined for each simulation as the cross-shore location where the
alongshore- and time-averaged breaking eddy viscosity νbr first exceeds 10% of its maximum
value. The location of the edge of the surf zone varied slightly due to bathymetry and
directional spread, but was primarily controlled by the significant wave height and water
level. Each alongshore transect spans 2 km at 1.33 m resolution (N = 1501). The transects
were linearly interpolated to a 1.955 m resolution, resulting in N = 1024. Spectra were
computed at each time step and then averaged in time and across the surf zone.

5.2.3.7 Vorticity forcing due to breaking waves
The sources of the observed differences in surf-zone vorticity fields were investigated through
analyses of the alongshore length scales of breaking wave vorticity forcing from alongshore
wavenumber spectra S∇×Fbr (following Feddersen (2014)). The curl of the wave breaking
force ∇ × Fbr (the wave-induced vorticity generation mechanism) was calculated for each
simulation using both the instantaneous Fbr at each time step as well as the time-averaged
Fbr . The instantaneous ∇ × Fbr provides information on the spatial scales of vorticity
generation due to individual breaking waves, whereas the time-averaged ∇ × Fbr provides
information on the spatial scale of vorticity generation due to reoccurring wave breaking
patterns within the domain.
The alongshore length scales of the instantaneous vorticity forcing due to breaking waves
are determined from wavenumber spectra calculated at each time step from alongshore
transects of ∇×Fbr . Spectra are computed from ten alongshore ∇×Fbr transects extracted
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from different cross-shore locations between the edge of the surf zone and the 0.5-m contour
and then averaged through time and across the surf zone. To calculate the spectra of
the breaking wave vorticity forcing using the mean forcing, Fbr was calculated at each
location and then averaged through time. The curl of the mean Fbr (∇ × Fbr ) was then
averaged over four adjacent alongshore transects to reduce noise (effectively reducing the
cross-shore resolution from 1.25 m to 5 m). Alongshore wavenumber spectra S∇×Fbr were
then calculated at each location from the edge of the surf zone to the 0.5-m contour and
averaged in the cross-shore. Because S∇×Fbr is averaged in time prior to calculating the
spectra, the spectra are averaged only in space, resulting in lower degrees of freedom than
S∇×Fbr and thus significantly more noise. In simulations with smaller Hs , the surf zone is
narrow and therefore fewer spectra are averaged. The number of transects averaged ranged
from 39 (in simulations with Hs = 1.8 m and σ = 0◦ ) to 109 (in simulations with Hs = 3.5
m and σ = 20◦ ).

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Mean circulation
Rip currents were observed in all simulations (example flow field shown in Figure 5.6). In
simulations with a uniform bathymetry, offshore-oriented flows tended to be episodic and
occurred across the domain (Figure 5.6b, d). In simulations with a variable bathymetry,
offshore-oriented flows predominantly occurred at fixed locations, with some temporal and
spatial variability of the flow field (Figure 5.6a, c).
Alongshore transects of the cross-shore rotational velocity uψ at the edge of the surf
zone can be used to visualize the rip current fields through time (Figure 5.7). Bathymetric
rip currents are clearly visible in simulations on a variable bathymetry with σ = 0◦ (blue
colors, Figure 5.7a,d), although the number and location of these fixed rip currents varies
as a function of Hs due to the changing surf zone width and thus bathymetry over which
waves are breaking. Four fixed rip currents (defined in this case as discrete locations with
a mean uψ at the edge of the surf zone exceeding -10 cm/s in simulations with σ = 0◦ )
occurred in simulations with Hs = 1.8 m (spaced 255 m to 675 m apart) versus two rip
currents in simulations with Hs = 3.5 m (spaced 945 m and 1055 m apart on the periodic
domain). Although fixed rip currents are still visible in simulations with a directionally
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spread wave field on a variable bathymetry (Figure 5.7b,e), the increase in short-scale wave
breaking visibly increases the short-scale fluctuations in uψ at the edge of the surf zone. In
simulations with an alongshore uniform bathymetry, only these short-scale fluctuations in
uψ are visible.
The bathymetry spectrogram can be used to determine how the spatial scales of bathymetric variability vary across the surf zone (Figure 5.5). Bathymetry spectra Sd show a
peak at ky = 2 × 10−3 m−1 (corresponding to a spatial scale of 500 m) near the breaking location for simulations with Hs = 1.8 m in addition to a lower-wavenumber peak at
ky < 8 × 10−4 (Figure 5.5, cyan lines). The breaking location in simulations with Hs = 3.5
m occurred farther offshore, between x = 500 m and 580 m (red lines). At this location,
the spectral energy in Sd is consolidated primarily at ky < 8 × 10−4 .
Time-averaged total (irrotational and rotational) velocity magnitudes at the edge of the
surf zone were larger in simulations with a variable bathymetry in all incident conditions.
The maximum time-averaged velocity magnitudes at the edge of the surf zone for simulations
with a uniform bathymetry were 0.15 m/s, 0.16 m/s, 0.17 m/s and 0.16 m/s for simulations
with Hs = 1.8 m, Hs = 2.1 m, Hs = 2.8m, and Hs = 3.5, respectively. In simulations with
a variable bathymetry, the maximum time-averaged velocity magnitudes at the edge of the
surf zone were 0.31 m/s, 0.22 m/s, 0.29 m/s and 0.38 m/s for simulations with Hs = 1.8 m,
Hs = 2.1 m, Hs = 2.8m, and Hs = 3.5, respectively.

5.3.2 Analyses of vorticity and rotational motions
5.3.2.1 Total, standing, and transient enstrophy and kinetic energy
The decomposition of the enstrophy Z and kinetic energy KE into alongshore-averaged
mean, standing, and transient components allowed for a comparison of the transient behavior of surf-zone enstrophy and kinetic energy fields across simulations, with cross-shore
transects of the standing and transient hZi and hKEi components shown in Figures 5.8
and 5.9, respectively. In order to compare across trials with different incident conditions,
the x-axis has been non-dimensionalized by the surf-zone width Lx for each simulation
(x0 = x/Lx ) so that x0 = −1 is the edge of the surf zone and x0 = 0 is the 0.5 m contour. The alongshore- and time-averaged total hZi was strongly influenced by directional
spread, with an increase in directional spread resulting in an increase in hZi across the surf
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zone. The transient hZ0 i was larger than the standing hZ i in all simulations, although the
magnitudes are similar at some locations within the surf zone in simulations with σ = 0◦
(Figure 5.8, blue lines). Directional spread was found to be the dominant factor controlling transient hZ0 i in and near the surf zone, with the underlying bathymetry only slightly
influencing the transient hZ0 i at some locations in the surf zone (Figure 5.8e, f, solid versus
dotted lines). The total hZi was comprised almost exclusively of transient hZ0 i in simulations on an alongshore uniform bathymetry, as expected (Figure 5.8, right panels, dotted
lines).
The underlying bathymetry had a stronger influence on the alongshore- and time averaged hKEi (Figure 5.9). The total hKEi was larger in simulations with a variable bathymetry
compared to simulations with the same incident conditions on a uniform bathymetry across
and just outside the surf zone (Figure 5.9, solid versus dotted lines). In simulations on a
variable bathymetry with no directional spreading (Figure 5.9, blue lines), the contribution
s

from standing hEKE i was significantly larger than the contribution from transient hEKE0 i
across the surf zone. In simulations on a variable bathymetry with a directionally-spread
s

wave field (Figure 5.9, solid lines), the contributions from standing hEKE i and transient
hEKE0 i were of similar magnitudes. In simulations with a uniform bathymetry, the total
hEKEi was comprised almost entirely of transient hEKE0 i. At the edge of the surf zone,
this increase in total KE and transient EKE0 in simulations with variable bathymetry was
highly localized at the rip current locations (Figure 5.10).

5.3.2.2 Rotational velocity magnitudes
To further investigate how incident conditions and different bathymetries influence rotational motions, the magnitude of rotational motions q was determined in different frequency
bands for all simulations. Cross-shore transects of alongshore-averaged qV LF (left panels)
and qIG (right panels) are shown in Figure 5.11. Overall, qV LF was found to moderately
increase with increasing Hs , and was generally slightly larger in simulations on alongshore
variable bathymetry versus alongshore uniform with the same wave forcing (Figure 5.11,
left panels). Simulations with σ = 0◦ (blue lines) had the smallest qV LF and qIG across
the surf zone for each Hs (with the exception of Hs = 3.5 m, where qIG with σ = 0◦ was
slightly larger than qIG with σ = 10◦ in the inner surf zone). Only small differences in qIG
and qV LF were seen between simulations with σ = 10◦ and σ = 20◦ , and these differences
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were confined primarily to the inner- and mid-surf zone (x0 > −0.7, red versus black solid
lines, Figure 5.11, left panels). In the IG band, the maximum qIG for each Hs occurred in
simulations with σ = 20◦ on both the uniform and variable bathymetries (Figure 5.11, right
panels).

5.3.3 Exchange velocity
The offshore exchange due to rotational motions was directly quantified through the exchange velocity Uex for each simulation. The maximum Uex for each set of simulations
slightly increased as Hs increased, with a maximum of Uex = 0.075 m/s in simulations
with Hs = 1.8 m (occurring in simulations with σ = 20◦ on a variable bathymetry) and a
maximum of Uex = 0.10 m/s in simulations with Hs = 3.5 m (also occurring in simulations
with σ = 20◦ on a variable bathymetry) (Figure 5.12, left panels). Simulations on a variable bathymetry had larger Uex across and just outside the surf zone when compared to
simulations with the same incident conditions on a uniform bathymetry (solid versus dot0
ted lines, Figure 5.12). In the same forcing conditions, the transient exchange velocity Uex

was smaller than the total exchange velocity Uex in simulations on a variable bathymetry,
0 was of a similar magnitude to U
whereas Uex
ex in simulations on a uniform bathymetry
0 increased with wave
(Figure 5.12, solid lines in left versus right panels). Although Uex

height, only slight differences were seen between simulations with the same Hs due to the
underlying bathymetry or to directional spread (with the exception of simulations with
σ = 0◦ ).

5.3.4 Alongshore surf-zone vorticity wavenumber spectra
The alongshore spatial scales of the surf-zone vorticity were assessed through calculations
of alongshore vorticity wavenumber spectra Sω . The resulting spectra show that the underlying bathymetry plays a large role in controlling Sω at low ky (solid lines, Figure 5.13).
Simulations with a variable bathymetry had significantly higher Sω at ky < 3 × 10−3 m−1
than simulations on a uniform bathymetry with the same incident conditions (solid versus dotted lines, Figure 5.13). In simulations with no directional spread (blue lines), Sω
falls off rapidly at ky > 4 × 10−3 m−1 . At ky > 9 × 10−3 m−1 , no differences are seen between Sω calculated from simulations with an alongshore variable versus alongshore uniform
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bathymetry. At these higher ky , Sω is strongly influenced by directional spread, with larger
Sω corresponding to increased directional spreading. This was reasonably expected because
the cBathy-derived bathymetry estimate was generated using a 50-m alongshore resolution
with additional alongshore filtering, so that there was no variability at these smaller spatial
scales (O(10m)).

5.3.5 Analyses of vorticity generation
To assess the origin of the observed differences in vorticity, the alongshore wavenumber
spectra of the instantaneous breaking wave vorticity forcing S∇×Fbr and the time-averaged
breaking wave vorticity forcing S∇×Fbr were computed for each simulation. The resulting
S∇×Fbr are broad in ky , with a maximum for each simulation (excluding simulations with
σ = 0◦ ) occurred at ky > 10−2 m−1 (Figure 5.14, top panels). For every simulation, the
peak Sω occurred at a lower ky than the peak S∇×Fbr . Increases in σ result in an increase
in S∇×Fbr at every ky . As Hs increases, the spectra become flatter. Slight differences are
seen between simulations with the same incident conditions on different bathymetries (solid
versus dotted lines, Figure 5.14). These differences are slightly larger with σ = 10◦ than
with σ = 20◦ at every wave height.
The resulting S∇×Fbr behave similarly to S∇×Fbr in simulations with a uniform bathymetry
and very differently in simulation with a variable bathymetry (Figure 5.14, bottom panels).
Simulations on the variable bathymetry had higher S∇×Fbr at low ky (ky < 10−2 m−1 ) than
simulations on a uniform bathymetry at every wave height. At higher ky , the differences
between simulations are controlled predominantly by directional spread.

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Total, standing, and transient enstrophy and kinetic energy
Consistent with Akan et al. (2020), the analyses of the rotational velocity field presented
above showed that the surf-zone hKEi is enhanced by the presence of irregular topography in
normally-incident wave conditions with no directional spread. However, in simulations with
a directionally-spread incident wave field, the differences in total hKEi due to bathymetry
are significantly reduced, and the differences in transient hEKE0 i due to bathymetry become
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negligible in some conditions. Additionally, the introduction of directional spreading into
s

the incident wave field was found to reduce the standing hEKE i across the surf zone.
The differences in the total hZi and transient hZ0 i between simulations with different bathymetries were even smaller, with no visible differences in transient hZ0 i due to
bathymetry in some simulations (Figure 5.8f). However, directional spread was found to
play a large role in controlling both the total hZi and transient hZ0 i, with an increase in
directional spread resulting in an increase in hZi and hZ0 i across the surf zone. These results
are consistent with results presented in Spydell & Feddersen (2009) showing increases in
surf-zone vorticity variability with increases in directional spread. Interestingly, an increase
in directional spread from σ = 10◦ to σ = 20◦ did not consistently result in an increase
in total hKEi or transient hEKE0 i, and in some conditions resulted in a reduction in total
hKEi or transient hEKE0 i (Figure 5.9b,f).
Significant wave height Hs played an important role in the location of wave breaking
and thus the location of vorticity generation. Simulations with a larger Hs had a much
wider surf zone, resulting in a larger area of non-negligible vorticity generation. However,
although increases in Hs resulted in increases in the total hKEi and the transient hEKE0 i
across the surf zone, they did not result in an increase in the magnitude of hZi or its standing
and transient components. The largest hZi magnitudes occurred in the inner surf zone with
Hs = 1.8 m and σ = 20◦ on a variable bathymetry.

5.4.2 Surf zone bathymetry
Past work by Uchiyama et al. (2017) demonstrated that the total kinetic energy and eddy
kinetic energy in the VLF band both increase with increasing alongshore non-uniformity.
The bulk metric of alongshore variability χ2 for the bathymetry used in all model simulations was approximately 0.011, within the range of values presented in Ruessink et al.
(2001) and Feddersen & Guza (2003) (with 0.002 < χ2 < 0.021) and slightly smaller than
the bathymetric variability presented in (Uchiyama et al., 2017) (with χ2 = 0.013). This
alongshore variability was found to vary considerably over the domain (Figure 5.5b), with
significant variability occurring 300 to 500 m offshore, and thus outside of the surf zone in
simulations with Hs = 1.8 m. This localized variability likely contributed to the increase in
the observed bathymetry-induced differences in qV LF and qIG at larger Hs (Figure 5.11).
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5.4.3 Vorticity length scales
The underlying bathymetry was found to play an important role in controlling surf-zone
vorticity at large spatial scales. However, wavenumber spectra of the instantaneous vorticity
forcing due to breaking waves S∇×Fbr showed no change in the peak vorticity injection length
scale on a variable bathymetry versus a uniform bathymetry, and only small changes in the
magnitude of S∇×Fbr at smaller ky in some simulations (Figure 5.14, top panels). When
the vorticity forcing due to breaking waves was determined from a time-averaged wave
breaking force ∇ × Fbr , large differences between simulations based on bathymetry were
visible at low ky (ky < 5 × 10−3 ). The vorticity forcing due to breaking waves calculated
using Fbr indicates the length scales of persistent breaking patterns in the domain, which
are consistent with the primary length scales of surf-zone vorticity quantified in Sω (Figure
5.13).
In this case, the time-averaged Fbr is used to quantify wave forcing over the duration of
the model simulation. Wave forcing over longer time-scales is more often quantified using
the wave forcing τw comprised of the radiation stress gradients (e.g., Long & Özkan-Haller,
2009). To determine whether ∇×Fbr provides a comparable wave forcing estimate to ∇×τw ,
∇ × τw estimates were determined across the model domain from radiation stress estimates
computed from full frequency-directional spectra of water surface elevation, following linear
wave theory. The wave forcing estimates calculated from the radiation stress gradients
resulted in comparable magnitudes and spatial patterns of forcing across the domain.

5.4.4 Implications for cross-shore exchange
VLF motions have been shown to be an important source of exchange been the surf zone
and inner shelf (Reniers et al., 2009). Past studies have shown that bathymetric variability
is the primary source of intrinsic VLF motions, defined as spontaneous VLF motions that
are not forced by wave group and/or finite-crest wave breaking (Uchiyama et al., 2017). In
simulations without a directionally-spread wave field, non-negligible intrinsic VLF motions
(quantified using qV LF ) are observed across and outside of the surf zone (Figure 5.11a,c,
blue lines). However, the addition of a directionally-spread wave field results in significantly
larger qV LF when compared to simulations with σ = 0◦ regardless of bathymetry. Much
smaller increases were visible between simulations with non-zero directional spread due to
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bathymetry (Figure 5.11).
The total exchange velocity Uex showed that the presence of an irregular bathymetry
enhanced alongshore- and time-averaged offshore flow in all conditions. However, when
0 was found to
standing flow patterns were removed, the offshore-directed transient flow Uex

be very similar across simulations with the same Hs , with the exception of simulations with
0 generally increased with increasing H , although
σ = 0◦ . The magnitudes of Uex and Uex
s

the largest differences in magnitudes were observed within the surf zone. At the edge of
0 than simulations with
the surf zone, simulations with σ = 0◦ had a substantially lower Uex
0 ranging from 0.011 to 0.028 m/s at the edge of
a directionally-spread wave field (with Uex
0 ranging from 0.030 to 0.044 m/s for all other
the surf in simulations with σ = 0◦ versus Uex

simulations, Figure 5.12, right panels).

5.5 Summary
X-band radar observations from the 2017 ISDRI field experiment suggest that both transient
and morphologic rip current events occurred during the deployment period on a relatively
straight section of coastline with alongshore-varying bathymetry. Multiple recent studies
have focused on surf-zone vorticity generation and transient rip activity on alongshore uniform beaches (Johnson & Pattiaratchi, 2006; Suanda & Feddersen, 2015; Hally-Rosendahl &
Feddersen, 2016; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b,a). However, the role of transient rip currents
on alongshore variable beaches remains under-investigated.
In this study, a phase-resolving Boussinesq wave model (funwaveC) is used to characterize surf-zone vorticity fields and transient and morphologic rip current dynamics on an
alongshore variable beach. A range of wave conditions (wave height and directional spread)
and an alongshore variable bathymetry that are representative of the wave and bathymetric
conditions observed during the ISDRI are used in model simulations. In order to isolate the
role of bathymetry, simulations with an alongshore uniform bathymetry are also conducted
for each set of wave conditions.
Analyses of the rotational velocity field showed that the presence of an irregular bathymetry
enhanced the alongshore- and time-averaged total kinetic energy of the flow field across the
surf zone. This increase was primarily due to an increase in the standing eddy kinetic
energy resulting from the time-averaged (but alongshore-varying) rotational velocity field.
Although the presence of a variable bathymetry significantly increased the alongshore- and
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time-averaged kinetic energy, it was found to have a much smaller effect on the alongshoreand time-averaged total enstrophy. The surf-zone enstrophy was instead strongly influenced
by the directional spread of the incoming wave field, with an increase in directional spread
resulting in an increase in total enstrophy across the surf zone.
Although the alongshore-averaged total kinetic energy significantly increased in simulations with a variable bathymetry when compared to the same incident conditions on a
uniform bathymetry, the magnitude of rotational motions in both the IG and VLF bands
were found to be only slightly larger in simulations with a variable bathymetry, although
the differences due to bathymetry increased with increasing wave height Hs . The maximum
exchange velocity Uex increased with increasing Hs and was larger on a variable bathymetry
when compared to simulations on a uniform bathymetry with the same incident conditions.
When Uex was temporally demeaned to remove standing rip current structures, the resulting
0 was similar for all simulations with a directionally-spread wave field at each H .
Uex
s

The underlying bathymetry was also found to strongly influence vortical motions at
large spatial scales (low ky ). Alongshore vorticity wavenumber spectra Sω show that the
presence of variable bathymetry increased the spectral energy at low ky , whereas directional
spread was found to play a larger role at smaller spatial scales (high ky ). Alongshore wave
breaking vorticity forcing spectra calculated using the mean wave breaking force (S∇×Fbr )
show similar trends to Sω , with increases in S∇×Fbr at low ky due to variable bathymetry,
and with increases at high ky due to increasing directional spread. When calculated using
the instantaneous breaking force, there was no difference in the peak S∇×Fbr due to the
underlying bathymetry, and only slight differences in the magnitudes at low ky . The maximum S∇×Fbr occurred at a higher ky than the maximum Sω for all simulations, excluding
some simulations with σ = 0◦ .
Acknowledgements: Author support was provided by the Office of Naval Research
(ONR) Award N00014-15-1-2020. Technical field support during the ISDRI field deployment
was provided by Randall Pittman, David Honegger, Alexandra Simpson, and Spencer Bull.
Wave measurements during the ISDRI field experiment were provided by Pieter Smit of
Spoondrift. Falk Feddersen provided support in modifying and compiling funwaveC for this
study.
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Table 5.1: Input conditions for model simulations.
Run
Hs (m)
σ(◦ )
bathymetry
1−3
1.8
0, 10, 20
variable
4−5
1.8
10, 20
uniform
6−8
2.1
0, 10, 20
variable
9 − 10
2.1
10, 20
uniform
11 − 13
2.8
0, 10, 20
variable
14 − 15
2.8
10, 20
uniform
16 − 18
3.5
0, 10, 20
variable
19 − 20
3.5
10, 20
uniform
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Figure 5.1: Example rotated radar images from (a) 20171004 03:35 UTC and (b) 20171010
22:40 UTC showing rip current events (with the radar location as the image origin). The
white box in panel (a) shows the axis limits for panel (b). The black arrows in panel (b)
show the approximate alongshore location of three reoccurring rip currents, and the white
arrow shows the offshore extent of the largest observed rip current.
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Figure 5.2: Measured (a) Hs , (b) Tp , (c) θm , and (d) σm from the Spoondrift Spotter wave
buoy located 2960 m from the radar in approximately 20-m water depth, along with (e)
the observed water level from the closest tide gauge (NOAA Tides and Currents Station
9411406). Red lines in panel (e) show when rip currents were manually identified in the
radar imagery.
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Figure 5.3: (a) The anomaly transect of mean intensity from 2017 October 1-10 along with
(b) a 64-rotation time-average radar image from 2017 October 4 03:35 UTC showing three
rip current events. The location of the mean intensity anomaly transect is shown with a
blue line in panel (b).
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Figure 5.4: (a) Cross-shore depth transects from the cBathy-derived bathymetry estimates,
the model bathymetry, and the most recent publicly-available DEMs, along with (b) the
cBathy-derived alongshore variable bathymetry with overlaid depth contours at 0.5-m intervals and (c) a radar image from 20171010 00:00 UTC with overlaid depth contours at
0.5-m intervals.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Alongshore bathymetry spectrogram as a function of cross-shore location x; (b) mean depth normalized variance γ 2 for mean sea level (MSL) and mean low
water (MLW) bathymetyries; and (c) cross-shore mean bathymetry transect (solid line)
plus/minus one standard deviation (dotted lines). In panels (a) and (b), vertical lines show
the edge of the surf zone for each simulation, with red lines corresponding to simulations
with Hs = 3.5 m, yellow lines corresponding to simulations with Hs = 2.8 m, green lines
corresponding to simulations with Hs = 2.1 m, and cyan lines corresponding to simulations
with Hs = 1.8 m. Solid lines are from simulations on a variable bathymetry and dotted
lines are from simulations on a uniform bathymetry.
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Figure 5.6: Example velocity fields (arrows) from simulations with Hs = 1.8 m and σ =
20◦ on (a) variable bathymetry and (b) uniform bathymetry. Colors show the cross-shore
velocity component u and the red vertical lines show the edge of the surf zone. Alongshore
transects of the mean u at the edge of the surf zone from all simulations with Hs = 1.8 m
on a (c) variable bathymetry and (d) uniform bathymetry.
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Figure 5.7: Alongshore transects of uψ at the edge of the surf zone through time (one
hour of model simulation), from simulations with Hs = 1.8 m (top panels) and Hs = 3.5
m (bottom panels), with (a),(d) σ = 0◦ on a variable bathymetry; (b),(e) σ = 20◦ on a
variable bathymetry; and (c),(f) σ = 20◦ on a uniform bathymetry.
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Figure 5.8: The (a),(b) total enstrophy along with the (c),(d) standing enstrophy component
and (e),(f) transient enstrophy component from simulations with Hs = 1.8 m (left panels)
and Hs = 3.5 m (right panels). The x-axis has been non-dimensionalized using the surfzone width such that -1 is the edge of the surf zone. Panels (c) and (d) were plotted with
different y-axis limits to visualize differences in standing enstrophy between simulations due
to bathymetry and directional spread.
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Figure 5.9: The (a),(b) total kinetic energy along with the (c),(d) standing eddy kinetic
energy component and (e),(f) transient eddy kinetic energy component from simulations
with Hs = 1.8 m (left panels) and Hs = 3.5 m (right panels). The x-axis has been nondimensionalized using the surf-zone width such that -1 is the edge of the surf zone.
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Figure 5.10: The time-averaged a,b) total kinetic energy and c,d) transient eddy kinetic
energy at the edge of the surf zone from simulations with Hs = 1.8 m (left panels) and Hs
= 3.5 m (right panels).
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Figure 5.11: Cross-shore transects of alongshore-averaged qV LF (left) and qIG (right) from
simulations with (a),(b) Hs = 1.8 m and (c),(d) Hs = 3.5 m. The x-axis has been nondimensionalized using the surf-zone width such that -1 is the edge of the surf zone.
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0 (right) from simulations with (a),(b)
Figure 5.12: Cross-shore transects of Uex (left) and Uex
Hs = 1.8 m; (c),(d) Hs = 2.1 m; (e),(f) Hs = 2.8 m; and (g),(h) Hs = 3.5 m. The x-axis
has been non-dimensionalized using the surf-zone width such that -1 is the edge of the surf
zone.
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Figure 5.13: Alongshore wavenumber spectra of surf zone vorticity Sω calculated from
simulations with (a) Hs = 1.8 m and (b) Hs = 3.5 m.
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Figure 5.14: Alongshore wavenumber spectra of the breaking wave vorticity forcing S∇×Fbr
(top) and S∇×Fbr (bottom), from simulations with (a),(e) Hs = 1.8 m; (b),(f) Hs = 2.1 m;
(c),(g) Hs = 2.8 m; and (d),(h) Hs = 3.5 m.
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Chapter 6: General Conclusion
This dissertation focuses on advances in remote sensing methods and their use either directly
in or as motivation for coastal analyses. It includes an Introduction section followed by four
manuscripts, two focusing on coastal monitoring and morphodynamic analyses using a fixed
lidar system and two focusing on rip current analyses utilizing X-band radar imagery.
In the first manuscript, the collection and processing techniques for a fully-automated
and permanently-deployed lidar system were presented. The high temporal and spatial
resolution and long duration of the resulting lidar dataset allow for analyses of beach morphologic change at a range of spatial and temporal scales. The lidar is located at the USACE
Field Research Facility (FRF), which also deploys and maintains a suite of in situ sensors
that provide continuous hydrodynamic data. The hydrodynamic and morphologic data are
provided in real-time to the coastal community.
In the second manuscript, this combined hydrodynamic and morphologic dataset was
used to explore the characteristics of beach cusp formation and evolution events. Cusp fields
were found to form and evolve rapidly, often on the scale of individual tidal cycles. Cusps
predominantly developed during periods with low energy, long period swell conditions with
narrow-banded frequency spread and reflective beach conditions. Results show that the
generation of cusp fields on the lower beach were often influenced by cusp fields on the
upper beach, with the upper beach cusp system exerting some control over the location and
spacing of lower beach cusps. However, the presence of an upper beach cusp system alone
was not sufficient to induce cusp formation on the lower beach.
In the third manuscript, the imaging mechanism of rip currents in X-band radar is
explored using a surface roughness model based on current-induced changes in the mean
square slope of the water surface at gravity-capillary wavelengths. The model is applied
to simulated rip current fields and the results are compared to radar images to determine
whether the modeled changes in surface roughness spatially correspond to observed patterns
of enhanced radar backscatter intensity due to rip currents. Results show that currentinduced changes in surface roughness quantified through the change in the mean square
slope of the water surface at gravity-capillary wavelengths are an effective proxy for current-
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induced changes in radar backscatter intensity.
In the final manuscript, X-band radar observations of rip current dynamics are used
as motivation for a modeling study focused on the transient behavior of rip currents on
non-uniform beaches. The phase-resolving Boussinesq model funwaveC is used to simulate
rip current dynamics on both a uniform and an alongshore varying bathymetry in a range of
wave conditions. The underlying bathymetry is found to strongly influence the alongshoreand time-averaged kinetic energy and exchange velocity. The underlying bathymetry had
a smaller impact on the alongshore- and time-averaged total enstrophy, which was instead
controlled primarily by the directional spread of the incident wave field. Alongshore vorticity
wavenumber spectra show that the underlying bathymetry plays a large role in controlling
surf zone vorticity at large spatial scales, but had no impact at smaller spatial scales, which
were instead controlled by directional spread.
In total, this dissertation provides examples of ways that remote sensing technology
is changing our understanding of nearshore environments, either through improvements in
the types of data we can collect or through changes in the way we can visualize nearshore
processes. Remote sensors provide opportunities for data collection and visualization over
large areas, often at spatial and temporal resolutions exceeding those of in situ sensors,
and new techniques for exploiting remotely sensed data in robust and quantitative ways are
being rapidly developed. In addition to their direct use in coastal analyses, the assimilation
of remote sensing data into nearshore numerical models has the potential to significantly
improve real-time and forecasting modeling efforts. Although this dissertation outlines only
a few potential applications of remote sensing techniques, it is clear that remote sensing
methods can be applied in a broad range of monitoring, analysis, and numerical modeling
efforts across coastal science and engineering. Advances in technology, reductions in the
cost of equipment and data storage, and improvements in signal processing methods will
make remote sensors increasingly accessible and widespread in the years to come.
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Figure A.1: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-09 19:00 UTC.

^
^
Figure A.2: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-10 07:00 UTC.
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^
^
Figure A.3: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-11 08:00 UTC.

^
^
Figure A.4: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-11 21:00 UTC.
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^
^
Figure A.5: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-12 22:00 UTC.

^
^
Figure A.6: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-13 10:00 UTC.
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^
^
Figure A.7: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-14 10:00 UTC.

^
^
Figure A.8: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-15 00:00 UTC.
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^
^
Figure A.9: (a) M
SSt , (b) M
SSr , and (c) I˜ from 10-Sep-16 01:00 UTC.
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Appendix B: funwaveC model background
The funwaveC model implements the Boussinesq formulation presented by Nwogu (1993).
The equation for mass conservation is:
∂η
+ ∇ · [(h + η)u] + ∇ · Md = 0
∂t

(B.1)

where ∇ is the two-dimensional gradient operator, t is time, η is the instantaneous free
surface elevation, u is the instantaneous horizontal velocity, h is the water depth, and Md
is the dispersive term (Nwogu, 1993). The momentum equations can be written as:
τb
∂u
+ u · ∇u = −g∇η + Fd + Fbr −
− νbi ∇4 u
∂t
η+h

(B.2)

g is gravity, Fd are the higher-order dispersive terms, Fbr is the breaking term, and τb is
the instantaneous bottom stress defined using a quadratic drag law:
τb = Cd |u|u

(B.3)

where the uniform drag coefficient Cd = 2.3 × 10−3 (Spydell & Feddersen, 2009; Feddersen
et al., 2011). Instabilities are damped with a hyperviscosity µbi = 0.4m4 s−1 in the biharmonic friction (∇4 u) term. The breaking wave forcing is parameterized as a Newtonian
damping (Kennedy et al., 2000), where
Fbr = (h + η)−1 ∇ · [νbr (h + η)∇u]

(B.4)

with the Lynett (2006) eddy viscosity νbr . In phase-resolving wave models such as funwaveC,
horizontal surf-zone eddies (vertical vorticity ω) are generated through the curl of the wave
breaking force:
∂ω
= ... + ∇ × Fbr
∂t

(B.5)

Analyses of the curl of the wave breaking force can thus provide information about the
temporal and spatial scales of surf-zone vorticity generation.

